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1EVOLUTION OF THE NOVEL FROM RICHA.RDSON Am DEFOE TO DREISER
I.
The seventeenth century was important for the novel
"because of the changes made in the eighteenth century. The
style of writings underwent a marked change, and taste also
took a decided shift. The struggle in the seventeenth cen-
tury was between romance and reason. The romances, which
were like tragedies in being exalted, had no connection with
life. The imagination had overstepped its bounds, and could
no longer be trusted. In the second part of this century,
the tendency is against this form of fanciful writing.
After 1688, and the coming of William of Orange,
the middle and lower classes were largely in power. These
people were distrustful of the arts in general, and considered
writing immoral if it did not give a transcript of actual
happenings. Writers had to make fiction look like fact.
Their only other possible method was to admit that the writing
'was fiction, but give it a strong moral temi. Defoe's little
known third part of "Robinson Crusoe", moral reflections of
his, was the reason given for writing the other two parts.
II.
Daniel Defoe (1659-1731) was bom in London. He
was the son of James Foe, a butcher. Daniel was intended
for the ministry. He was sent to a Dissenter's school, but
1c
11
I
2In a few years gave up the idea of being a minister. Dissen-
ters and Catholics were cut off from the public schools. The
former emphasized utilitarian subjects rather than the clas-
sics. In 1677 Defoe left school. We know very little about
him until 1833-4 when he was a merchant in Cornhill. Defoe
was strongly in favor of Wiriiam of Orange. In 1688 Daniel
entered the army, and later took part in the government.
A satire of his was published in I69I. He published-
in 1702 "True-born Englishman", a defense of William of
Orange, and "Shortest Way With Dissenters". The shortest way
was to cut them down, and thus be rid of them. This, however,,
was too subtle for the times. Defoe got no friends on either
j
side, and enraged all the people. The enemies of the Dissen-
|
ters thought that this method was not such a bad suggestion,
while the Dissenters themselves saw the reality rather than
the humor of the proposition.
In 1703 an order for his arrest was issued on the
grounds of seditious libel. He was fooled into pleading
guilty. Defoe was fined out of his financial being, put in
the pillory, and imprisoned at Newgate during the Queen's
pleasure. He feared ridicule in the pillory during the last
few days of July, but was regarded as a sort of a hero. He I
was not long in jail. From that time on, he seems to have |
brooded over the injustice done. He then seems to have become
|
a disreputable wretch, spying and double-crossing for gain.
In April of 1719 Defoe published the first part of
rDigitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
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"Robinson Crusoe", a story of pure adventure. Thus the year
1719 marks the "birthday of the novel of incident. Action,
and not character, is well supplied. It simply happened that
Defoe discovered the novel of incident. He had a story to tell,
and he did it clearly. His settings are barren, giving no more
than he actually needs. His style is simple and forceful., juslj
the stjle Defoe needed to impress the stamp of reality, so
vital to the success of a story in those days.
An extreme realist was Defoe, who took special care
to establish in the mind of the reader that the story was the
very truth. In the preface to his story, the author, who
assumes the character of editor, says:
If ever the story of any man' s adventures in the
world were worth making public, and were acceptable to
be published, the editor of this account thinks this
will be so. The story is told with modesty , with ser-
iousness, and with a religious application of events
to the uses to which wise men always apply them -viz.,
to the instruction of others, by this example- and to
Justify and honor the wisdom of Providence in all the
variety of circumstances, let them happen how they will.
The editor believes the thing to be a Just history of
fact; neither Is there any appearance of fiction in lt^
Defoe tells his stories In the first person. His
purpose Is to make the story seem real, and this he does
artistically. Petty details in the life of each chief char-
acter take up much space, even though they in no way contribute
to the movement of the story. Since money matters and supplies
are always important to an individual, Defoe oftens inserts
accounts of these, which make the story seem more real. In
M
Robinson Crusoe', there Is such an account:
1. "Robinson Crusoe", Preface.
ii
I t
4When we had talked awhile, the captain told, me he
had brought me some little refreshment, such as the
ship afforded, and such as the wretches that had been
so long his masters had not plundered him of. Upon
this he called aloud to the boat, and bade his men
bring the things ashore that were for the governor;
and, Indeed, it was a present as if I had been one thai
was not to be carried away with them, but as if I had
been to dwell upon the island still. First, he had
brought me a case of bottles full of excellent cordial
waters, six large bottles of Madeira wine (the bottles
held two quarts each) , two pounds of excellent good
tobacco, twelve good pieces of the ship's beef, and slk
pieces of pork, with a bag of peas and about a hundredf
weight of biscuit: he also brought me a box of sugar,
a box of flour, a bag full of lemons, and two bottles
of lime juice, and abundance of others things. But,
besides these, and what was a thousand times. more usefiiil
to me, he brought me six new clean shirts, ^ix very
good neckcloths, two pair of gloves, one pair of shoes
a hat, and one pair of stockings, with a very good
suit of clothes of his own, which had been worn but
very little; in a word, he clothed me head to foot.
Defoe made adventure human. He told of a runaway
boy's adventures as a sailor. The adventures are not exciting,
but are a true to life account of a man who is forced to live
on a deserted island. His moral, which appealed particularly
to the English middle -class for vjhich he wrote, was to be
satisfied with one's lot in life, and to trust in Providence.
"Captain Singleton" (1720) deals with extraordinary
life somewhere else and is romance. "Moll Flanders" (1722)
shov/s no improvement in Defoe's story telling, yet it is
better in character drawing. Defoe has Moll say that the stoi^
is for edification of others. It is dill and sordid, but
important. At the end, Moll settles down with the money made
from sin, and leads a life tending toward heaven.
Defoe, as befits his journalistic training, related
1- Ibid.PP'326-327
r€
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5what he chose in order to make the story seem real. Since
Samuel Richardson introduced plot into the English novel, event^js
are permissible only if they have some bearing on the story as
a whole.
III.
Samuel Richardson (1689-1761), bom in Derbyshire,
was the son of a family of the middle class. The father, a
carpenter, had some ability as an architect, and did some work
for the Duke of Manmouth. When the Duke failed in revolt,
Samuel's father found it safer in the country. Samuel, the
eldest of nine children, was intended for the ministry, but
since the family did not have enough money for this, the boy was
apprenticed to a bookman. Even before he reached the age of
eleven, Samuel sent a warning about scandal to a widow. Al-
though not a real boy, this helped him later as an author. He
became a favorite with the v/omen because of his ability to read
while they were sewing, and to write their love letters. This
renumerative occupation gave him an excellent training in under-
standing the character of women. In 1706 Samuel was apprenticed
to a printer, and after serving the time, he worked as a
compositor. He started in 1719 for himself as a job printer ii|^
London, and did very well in business, marrying the daughter of
his employer.
In 1739 Rivington and Osborne, two printers, v/ere
looking for someone to write a volume of letters for illiterate
countries. Letters of this type were furnished for all

6letter, filllrie in the feYi blank spaces left for specific
names or words. The printers asked Richardson, who accepted
their offer. As he was writing these letters, he recalled
an old story of a fine young lady who preferred a virtuous
servant man to a libertine lord. Samuel qj.it the familiar
letters, and started a series of letters for the moral guidanc<
of others. This book he called "Pamela; or Virtue Rewarded".
This book was published in four volumes in 17^0-1741,
It is a book of letters, and relates the temptations of a
servant girl by her master, and how her virtue led to innocent
marriage instead of ruin. The book has many inaccuracies,
since Richardson wac not an extreme realist like Defoe. It It
supposed that a servant girl, and a very young one also, could write
•
with an extreme fluency when the ladies of the court at that
time could not write.
The first paragraph of the opening letter of the
book shows some of the young girl's remarkable writing ability*
%y Dear Father and Mother, - I have great trouble
,
and some comfort, to acquaint you with. The trouble
is, that my good lady died of the illness I mention'
d
to you, and left us all much griev'd for the loss of
her; for she was a dear ^ood lady, and kind to all
us her servants. Much I fear'd, that as I was taken
by her ladyship to wait upon her person, I should be
quite destitute again, and forc'd to return to you
and my poor mother who have enough to do to maintain
yourselves; and, as my good lady's goodness had put
me to write and cast accompts, and made me a little
expert at my needle, and otherwise qualify' d above
my degree, it was not every family that could have
found a place that your poor Pamela was fit for:
But God, yiiose graciousness to us we have so often
experienc'd, put it into my good lady's heart, on
her death- bed; just an hour before she expir'4 to
recommend to my young master all her servants, one
1. "Pamela"
€
7by one; and when it came my turn to be recommended
(for I was sobbing and crying at her pillow) she
could only say - My dear sonl and so broke off a
little; and then recovering - Remember my poor
Pamelal And these were some of her last words
0 how my eyes overflowl Don't wonder to see the
paper so blotted!
Richardson was immens^y popular in England and the
continent because he introduced sentimentalism. The reading
public was vitally interested in "Pamela" and his later novel
"History of Clarissa Harlowe", and people could scarcely wait '
to find out how the heroine would fare. I
I
At this time, it was common for English families to;
read Richardson's stories aloud. something particularly
!
pathetic was reached, members of the family would retire to
separate rooms to weep. After sorrowing in this lively
fashion, they would return to continue the reading of the
story. Since many of the children were interested, Richardson
occasionally introduced a moral tale for their benefit.
"Pamela", published 1740-1741, is called the first
modern novel in English. Richardson is considered the father
of the English novel because he was the first to use a plot.
It is true that his plots are light, and that he st\imbled
upon this method Just because the stories happened to go that
way. Yet the plotand sentimentalism were copied by
succeeding writers.
The difficulty with Richardson is 3n his separation
from things around him. Even though Justice may have had
flaws in those times, yet some of the happenings simply could
11
1
1
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1
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not go unpunished even then. The stories are tedious and long
drawn out, and there is a certain teasing of the moral
situation. In spite of these drawbacks, and the fact that
Richardson is narrow, his works have a certain depth.
IV.
Although Richardson was immensely popular both at
home and on the continent, he was quite unpopular with one
author, who considered the beloved man a hypocrite. Henry
Fielding as a playwright attacked the modern sentimental! sm.
The reward of innocence in this life was very amusing to him,
and he considered that Pamela, instead of being rewarded for
her virtue, simply sold herself for a higher price.
Henry Fielding (1707-175-^), ^ different type from
Richardson, was nobly connected, and his father was an officer
in the army, while his mother was the daughter of a judge on
the king's bench. The son, privately educated throiagh the
grades, was sent to Eton for his secondary schooling. Leaving
Eton, he fell in love with Sarah Andrews, the only daughter of t
wealthy merchant, but the complaint of her guardian to the polidje
over his safety broke up the love affair. Fielding, a real
man, went to London, and turned to plays because he needed
money. Before he was thirty he wrote many farces, comedies,
and burlesques, and his burlesque, "Life of Tom Thu^b", is
still great.
This author was everlastingly writing, and everlast-
re
Ingly poor. He married in 1734, and went through his wife's
dowry and an inheritance in three months. Pasquin (1736-7)
is a dramatic satire on the times. It is an attack on the
political corruption of Walpole's time. In 1737 he published
"Historical Register for 1736". Walpole was too smart to ban
these popular satires, so he got through Parliament the LicenS'
ing Act of 1737. Licenses by the Lord Chancellor were necess-
ary for the production of plays. This ended temporarily the
writings of Fielding, and he studied law. Although admitted
to the bar in 134o, he was never successful as a lawyer.
"Pamela" was published in 17^0, and this gave Fielding
a chance to write "Shamela". It is a parody on the former,
and pictures the language and actions of the servant girl as
they probably would be
.
"Joseph Andrews" (1842) was started as a parody on
"Pamela". His chief character is Joseph Andrews, brother
of the famous Pamela. He continually repulses the advances
of his widowed mistress to ruin his virtue. Fielding turns
Richardson's Lord B- into Lord Booby. Publicly the parson
rebukes Pamela and her husband for laughing in church. As the
author continued, he fell in love with his characters, forgot
the original purpose of the book, and wrote a real story.
"Tom Jones", published in February of 1749, is consid-
ered Fielding's best novel. It is one of the great novels of
the century. The foundling Jones grows into manhood with many
adventures. He is always likeable, although he does not con-
ce
j
^
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form to the moral standards of Richardson, Fielding smiles at
,
the hero's physical weakness, although he has nothing but con-
tempt for the deliberate meanness and deceit of anotlier
character.
Fielding's last work "Amelia" appeared in 1751« It
is the story of a melancholy wife of a worthless husband. It
is sentimental. One explanation is that he was influenced,
probably unconsciously, by Richardson. Another is that he was
II
drawn in by the sentimental ism of the times. It may even have
I
come about from the important position which the author held
as justice of the peace.
Since Fielding was a playwright, his novels were
written as one connected va th the stage would write them. He
realized that a novel is a play which has already been staged,
' and that story is told through action. This means that the
unfoldiiTg of the plot is what makes the story interesting, and
the plot must grow in intensity as the story goes on. He took
a small part of a few people's lives, and let their actions
show their emotion. In doing this, FieldiiTg struck at the
sentimentalism of the times.
In his introduction to "Joseph Andrews", Fielding s^:
"As it is possible the mere English reader may
have a diJ?ferent idea of romance from the author
of these little volumes; and may consequently expect
a kind of entertainment not to be found, nor which
was even intended, in the following pages; it may
not be improper to premise a few words concerning
this kind of writing, which I do not remember to
have seen hitherto attempted in our language."
He goes on to show that his work differs from the old
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romances, especially by introducing as heroes persons of
inferior rank. He calls this a comic romance, but it is a
novel in contrast to the old romance.
SUMMARY
The first group of novelists of the eighteenth
century probably did more than any other group to develop the
English novel. Defoe and Richardson discovered something new,
8,nd must therefore be given due credit for their creative power,
Defoe* s novel of Incident marks the real beginning of the
English novel, with a sharp break from the fanciful romances '
•
which came before. The year 1719, the date of the publication
of "Robinson Crusoe", marks the beginning of the novel, even
though the third voliame of this work, with its moral reflection
may be considered as making it an allegory. Yet the demand of
the times to make fiction look like truth is responsible for
the third volime, rather than a desire of the author to make an
allegory of his novel of incident.
The forceful style of this author, who had much
expericence as a reporter, enabled him to present his story in
a manner which was sure to gain ar enthusiastic audience, despil
the fact that he wrote of an imaginary land when truth was
essential to the acceptance of a story. "Captain Singleton"
and "Captain Jack", two later novels, relate apparently truthfi
J,
ie
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accounts even though the action takes place In remote places
with v/hich the author is unacquainted. This verisimilitude
which was attained through detail and unadorned language of
everyday life is Defoe's great distinction.
Richardson has shown the interest that lies in a
sympathetic and truthful representation of character in con-
trast with that interest in incident for its own sake which
means the subordination of character* So great was his know-
ledge of woman's heart that he is even today considered a
master in portraying feminine sentiment. The most sensational]
incident in his stories is an abduction. He made no use of
romance, with its imaginary settings, preferring to make a
study of the heart, with events occurring in familiar places.
The printer discovered what for a quarter of a century Europe
had been looking for, not knowing precisely what it wanted, a
form of literature presenting life as it was united with an
ideal of life as it ought to be.
In telling his story, Richardson naturally wove a
light plot. It simply happened that this was necessary in
relating the affairs of the heaT.t youthful PameDa, and inl
this way the author stumbled upon plot. So keenly did the public
enjoy this new element that it was copied by succeeding writers
Even today we judge a novel largely by its plot, and demand
extraordinary compensations from that author whose plots do not
f\ilfil our standards.
To Flichardson we are indebted for his portraits of th^
JLiberlklne_lj3rd^ the immaculate gentleman, the_ch^5ie woaan>_anA
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the Protestant martyr. Ke, more than anyone else, has given
to us the novel of letters. The sentimental! sm which he
established did not die until the publication of "Jane Eyre".
His influence was felt at once on the continent where his novellls
were translated andeeagerly read. In France and Germany there
were scores of authors who imitated this famous writer, whose
use of plot and sentiment have made him the father of the novellL
The weaknesses of Richardson were apparent even in his
own time. His ethical system was based on no wide observation!
or sound philosophy. He was a sentimentalist, creating
pathetic scenes for their own sake and letting tears flow too
freely. The language he used was not free from the affectatiohs
of the romancers.- nor was the highllfe he prete^^-ded to describe
familiar to him.
Fielding as a playwright had attacked the sentiraent-
alism of the contemporary drama, and had extended his satire
against the wholesale bribery of Walpole and his agents. To
ridicule Richardson was an easy matter, since Fielding was well
equipped to perfonn the task and the author of "Pamela" an
easy target to hit.
"Shamela", Fielding's sa;tire on "Pamela", was published
while Richardson's story was enjoying its immense popularity.
" Shamela" presented the same plot with the character^ acting as
real life would find them. The youthful Shamela, instead of
using the fine diction of the other heroine, misused the EnglisHi
language just as an uneducated young servant girl of that perioc,
would do. Her relations with her lord were probably more true
*i
14
to life than those of the virtuous servant girl.
Fielding appealed to higher motives for right conduct
and claimed that Richardson's heroine had simply sold herself
for a higher price. The refusal to accer^e ^^-"^ lord's
demands was not motivated "by a true conception of goodness
Q^QQordlnQ to the ethics of Fielding. Before Fielding the local
ization of scene did not greatly trouble the story teller or hif
reader, and nearly any place would do. There were, however,
some real attempts at background. Pamela's struggles on her
lord's estates in Bedfordshire and Lincolnshire, even though
these settings are vague, are one of the chief delights of the
story because of the comparative definitenegs of the scenes,
Joseph Andrew' s adventures take place somewhere in the west of
England. In "Tom Jones", Fielding more carefully considers
the problem of geography, and in part works it out, describing
the county seat of Squire Allworthy, and naming the towns so th^t
we may follow Jones in his Journey.
Fielding, being a playwright, naturally kept the stagj^
in view whenever he wrote a story. Considering a novel as a
play which has already been staged, he took a small part of a
few people's lives and let their actions show their emotions.
In doing so he struck at the sentimentalism of the times and
its champion Richardson.
Fielding and the other two great authors of this perio(|,
all so different in their lives and writings, have by their
style and genius carried the novel from its beginning to a
high place in literature. Followers each had in large
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numbers to help bring the novel from Its insecure position
to that lofty rank it has since attained.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
!•
A contemporary who had much in common with Fielding
was Tobias G-eorge Smollett, who lived from 1721 to 1771, and
in their writings both wer© adventurous and possessed a virile
style. 'kVhile the former grouped his incidents for dramatic
effect toward a definite end, the latter' s were not so
arranged, for he used devices to end his stories because the
stories had to end somewhere.
Smollett was a Scotchman whose family was of long
established importance, his grandfather being of considerable
Importance. The father, weak although cultiva-t;^e<^> died
shortly after the birth of Tobias. The latter, educated
in a secondary school, wished to join the anny, but his
grandfather would not permit it. The boy, who studied
medicine at the University of Glasgow, was later
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apprenticed to Dr. John Gordon for five years, and during this
time developed a taste for satire. He wrote a tragedy, "The
Regicide", based on the death of James I. The author went to
London, but had no success selling this work.
Smollett became a ship's doctor in 1739. He sailed
next year toward the 7/est Indies, and saw the land and naval
attack against Carthagena. In Jamaica he fell in love with
the Creole daughter of an English planter. Smollett married
the girl in 174?.
He returned to London in 1744 to practice medicine.
As a doctor,, he loved the life of the coffee house. As one
might expect, patients were few.
"Roderick Random" was published in 1743. Smollett,
former navy surgeon was well qualified to give us our first
real story of the sea. This enlarged the setting of the novel,
for before this no novel went to sea v/here things happened at
definite places on non-imagined waters. The author is not
thoroughly familiar with the sea, however, for he brings his
main sailors to land in order to be more at ease with them.
"Perigrine Pickle" in 1751 was a great success at
that time. It was another of the author's loosely plotted
books. In this work appeared an interpolation called
•^"Memoirs of a Lady of Quality". These memoirs were written
by Lady Vane, who not only had nothing to brag about, but who
had considerable about which she should have been ashamed.
She paid Smollett handsomely, with her husband's consent, to
1. Vol. 2 pp. 42-168
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Include these memoirs in the book. Smollett went to Bath to
practice medicine, but had no success. He attacked his
contemporaries, to no advantage. He went after Fielding,
Varrick, and Gibber. Tobias was tried for defamation of char-
acter on a charge brought by Admiral Sir Charles Knowles, and
was fined a hundred pounds, and sentenced to three month's
imprisonment.
The author wprked hard under high pressure of time
and temper. "New Path Guide" is strong in character portrayal,
"The History of an Atom" is a satire on polities of the times.
Suffering a physical relapse, Smollett tried through a friend
to get a Job as Italian consul, but the politicians whom he
had ridiculed could not be influenced.
He left England for the last time, and settled near
Leghorn, Italy. During the autumn of 1770 he wrote "Humphrey
Clinker". He lived to see the book in print, but not long
enough to see the success of the story.
In this novel, Smollett takes us on a circular tour,
and lets us see parts of England and Scotland through several
different characters. Ae the party is about to leave Bath,
they write in part;
(1) J. Ivlelford to Sir Watkin Phillips:
The music and entertainments of Bath are ovelr
for the season; and all our gay birds of passage
have taken their flight to Bristol-well, Tun-
bridge, Brighthelmstone
,
Harrowgate, etc. Not
a soul is seen in this place but a fev/ broken-winded
parsons, waddling like so many crows along North
Parade
.
1. Tobias Smollett "Humphrey Clinker" p. 85
t
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:) Matthew Bramble to Dr. Lewis:
The diversions of the times are not ill suited to
the genius of this incongruous monster, called
"the public". G-ive it noise, confusion, glare,
and glitter; it has no idea of elegance and propriety-
What are the amusements of Ranelagh"^ One half of
the company are following at the other's tails,
in an eternal circle; like so many blind asses in
an olive mill, 7/here they can neither discourse,
distinguish, nor be distinguished; while the other
half are drinking hot water, under the denomination
of tea, till nine or ten o'clock at night, to keep
them awake for the rest of the evening. As for the
orchestra, the vocal music especially, it is well
for the performers that they cannot be heard distinctly,
) Lydia Melford to Miss Willis:
Ranelagh looks like the enchanted palace of
a genie, adorned with the most exquisite perform-
ances of painting, carving, and gilding, enlightened
with a thousand golden lamps, that emulate the
noon- day sun; crowded v/ith the great, the rich,
the gay, the happy, and the fair; glittering
with cloth of gold and silver, lace, embroidery,
and precious stones. While these exulting sons
and daughters of felicity tread this round of
pleasure, or regale in different parties, and
separate lodges, with fine imperial tea and other
delicious refreshments, their ears are entertained
with the most ravishing delights of music, both
instrumental and vocal. There I heard the famous
Tenducci, a thing from Italy. It looks for all
the world like a man, though they say it is not.
The voice, to be sure, is neither man's nor
woman's; but it is more melodious than either;
and it vrarbled so divinely, that, while I listened,
I really thought myself in paradise.
Smollett's works are related to the G-othic romance.
He uses setting for the sake of arousing feeling. Things
happen at the dark hour of midnight. Shadows, bleeding
• corpses, trances, and such aids to horror, used in the G-othic
1. Tobias Smollett, "Hijmphrey Clinker" p. 105
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romanoe, are begun by Smollett.
His style is virile like that of Defoe and Swift.
Smollett reverts to the picaresque. He weakens the moral
tone of the novel by such an interpolation as the Lady Vane
episode. Character drawing is not his chief interest.
Since his novels are merely strings of adventure and per-
sonal histories which require no particularstyle to build,
it was only a natural consequence that many should attemot
the same thing. Lacking as these did Smollett's style,
these inferior works flooded the press of that time. It
was the beginning of the breaking down of the structure of
the novel as built by Richardson and Fielding.
II.
Laurence Sterne (1713-1763) was the grandson of the
Archbishop of York. Laurence's father was an officer in the
army. The father went to Flanders. He married the widow
of a brother officer. Since she was of a low Irish family,
she failed to please the Sterne s. Laurence was born in 1713
when the army was in Ireland. The boy traveled from barrack
to barrack with his father. In 1723 the father put Laurence
in a secondary school in Halifax. The boy liked sports, and
was mischievous. The father died. Laurence lived on the
bounty of a first cousin.
The cousin offered the boy thirty pounds a year to
go to college. At the age of twenty, Laurence was admitted
as a charity student to Cambridge, of which his great-grand-
erfit Lortel'io nfajjoo ^-^
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father had been a patron. The boy's age, and the break in
schooling made him restless, and he hated the whole business
of schooling. He read considerably.
Upon his uncle's advice, Laurence entered the min-
istry, but he WES no caiedit to that profession. The next twenty
years were spent in the ministry. In 1758 his wife went insane
due to Sterne's relations with the maid,
"Tristam Shandy"was offered for in I76O, but was
refused by the publishers. The first two volumes were printed
by Sterne himself, who borrowed the money for this purpose.
The work was an immediate success, and the publishers who had
refused it were now eager to pay four hundred and eighty pounds
for it and a set 01 Sterne's sermons. Sterne agreed to write
a fresh volume of "Tristam Shandy" every year, but he lived no
longer than eight volumes.
This book might well be called a hodge-podge. All
the mechanical tricks, such as the pointing finger, the blank
page, the unwritten paragraph, are used for effect. There
are any number of passages to show thar Sterne follows no
rules. His poor structure may be a start for the breakup of
the novel.
These two chapters show his style:
CHAPTER X
The sun looked bright the morning, to
every eye in the village but LeFevre's and his afflicted
son's; the hand of death press 'd heavily upon his eye-lids;
-and hardly could the v;heel at the cistern round its
circle,-
i:
f
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when my uncle Toby, who had rose up an hour before
his wonted time, entered the lieutenant's room,
and without preface or apology, sat himself down
upon the chair by the bed-side, and, independently
of all modes and customs
,
opened the curtain in
the manner an old friend and brother-officer would
have done it, and asked him how he did, - how he
had rested in the night, - what was his complaint, -
where was his pain, - and what he could do to help
him; -and without giving him time to answer any one
of the inquiries, went on and told him of the little
plan which he had been concerting with the Corporal
the night before for him.
You shall go home directly
,
LeFevre, said my
Uncle Toby, to my house, and we'll send for a
doctor to see what's the matter, - and we'll have
an apothecary, - and the Corporal shall be your
nurse; - and I'll be your servant, LeFevre.
-
There was a frankness in ray uncle Toby, - not
the effect of familiarity, -but the cause of it, -
which let you at once into his soul, and showed
you the goodness of his nature. To this there was so
something in his looks and voice, and manner,
superadded, which eternally beckoned to the un-
fortunate to come and take shelter under him; so
that before my uncle Toby had half finished the
kind offer he was making to the father^ had the son
insensibly tressed up close to his knees, and had
taken hold of the breast of his coat, and was
pulling it towards him. - The blood and spirits
of LeFevre, v/hich were waxing col^ slow within
him, and were retreating to their last citadel,
the heart, - rallied back, - the film forsook the
eyes for a moment; -he looked up v;ishfully in my
uncle Toby's face; - then cast a look upon his
boy;- and that ligament, fine as it was, was never
broken. -
Nature instantly ebb'd again; - the film returned
to its place; - the pulse fluttered, - stopp'd -
went on, - throbb'd, - stopp'd again, - mov'd, -
stopp'd, - shall I go on? - No.
CHAPTER XI
I am so impatient to return to my own story,
that what remains of young LeFevre' s, that is,
from the turn of his fortune, to the time my
uncle Toby reconmiended him for my preceptor,
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shall "be told in a very few words, in the next
chapter. - All that is necessary to be added
to this chapter is as follows:
-
That my uncle Toby, with young LeFevre in his
hand, attended the poor lieutenant, as chief
mourners, to his grave.
Sterne is a master in character drawing. His male
characters, such as his uncle Toby, Corporal Trim, and V/alter
Shandy are outstanding. His wonien are more or less touched
with the tar brush, yet they are vivid.
III.
Oliver Goldsmith in 1766 published the "Vicar of
Wakefield". The story tells of contented English people.
All the elements are old. The style is beautiful. Really
this work is a romantic sketch rather than a novel? There
are many lovers of literature who, if asked to pick their
favorite book,, would choose Goldsmith's portrait of the vicar.
Into the happy family circle of Dr. Primrose come
trouble and disgrace. The villain Thornhill ruins Olivia,
and the father is put in prison. There he has the courage to
preach the word of God, and soon these hardened men come to
love him. All his private sorrows become heavier, and when
things seem worst the clouds vanish, and happiness comes to
them again.
This delightful story of rural life enlarges the idea
of romance > and shows how a true artist can blend the more
romantic pictures of life with realistic details to give a
truthful effect.
1
_^UrtOIuJ'Ma S ters_pf_the Engl 1 sh Nnvfil"^ p. QP
${
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"in Goldsmith's novel the coarseness, the brutality,
the indecency which characterized the works preceding it have
disappeared; a cleaner and sweeter atmosphere is felt, and
the existence of a new and truer artistry is revealed".
IV.
Shortly after this a tendency arose to preach
whatever one wished in the form of a story. Foremost among
these was the philosopher novelist, Williajn G-odwin. He was
carefully reared and religiously inclined, and "became a minister
in 1773. This intellectual giant, with ideas upon marriage and
society which differed violently with the established customs,
led a muddy life. His philosophy won him many notable followers
especially young men, among whom v;as Shelley. Yet when G-odwin'
s
daughter eloped unmarried with Shelley, in accordance with
Godwin's philosophy the latter looked on Shelley as a seducer.
Godwin took money from Shelley, and was supported for life by
the poet, who later married Godwin's daughter, Mary.
Godwin was in the center of a group of revolutionary
novelists who blamed society for the ills of mankind. "Caleb
Williams", his foremost work, is a novel in form only. It was
the first novel of purpose, and was written to spread the author]
propaganda. The novel form was chosen because Godv/in realized
that more people would read and imbibe his philosophy if he
administered it in this sugar-coated way. The story has the
detective element, and large Gothic elements.
1. Simonds, "introduction to English Fiction", p. 5^
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The style is high in merit, and when the story does move, it
mowes well.
V.
The G-othic Romance began in 1764 with vValpole's
"Castle of Otranto". Upto that time, there were many symptoms
of getting away from realism. Hurd in 1862 produced "Letters
1
on Chivalry and Romance", and wanted Spencer's "Faery Queen"
analyzed by its own laws, and not by the classics. Gothic,
from the terrible G-oths, suggests the breaking. of laws. From
the view of the lovers of the classics, the name was ideal
since this form of writing broke away from their ideas of
propriety in the structure of the novel.
Horace Walpole( 1717-1797) was educated at Eton,
Canbridge, and Oxford. Although the son of the Prime
Minister, the lad was not interested in politics. He traveled
abroad, in part with G-rey, the poet. ".Then Horace returned to
England, he found himself elected to Parliament. He did
nothing there. The youn^ man _now became a connoisseur. In
1747 he leased in Twickenham a little house. He named the
place Strawberry Hill, and here he built his famous Gothic
house. He was busy collecting works of art, and so numerous
were they that he had his own printing press for catalogues
of the collection in the house.
2
In the preface to the " Castle of Otranto",
1 Birkhead, "The Tale of Terror ", p. 17
2 Walpole, "Castle of Otranto", p.lxxv
I. ^
i
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Walpole writes:
It was an attempt to blend the tv/o kinds of
Romance, the ancient and the modern. In the
former, all was imagination and improbabili't-yt
in the latter, nature is always intended to be,
and sometimes has been, copied with success.
Invention has not been wanting; but the great
resources of fancy have been damned up, by
a strict adherence to common life. But if in
the latter species Nature has cramped imagination,
she did but take her revenge, having been totally
excluded from old romances. The actions, senti-
ments, conversations, of the heroes and heroines
of ancient days, were as unnatural as the machines
employed to put them in motion.
The author of the following pages thought it
possible to reconcile the two kinds. Desirous
of leaving the powers of fancy at liberty to
expatiate through the boundless realms of
Invention, and thence of creating more interest-
ing situations, he wished to conduct the mortal
agents in his drama according to the rules of
probability; in short, to make them think, speak,
and act, as it might be supposed mere men and
women would do in extraordinary positions. He
had observed, that in all inspired writings, the
personages u'lder the dispensation of" miracles,
and witnesses to the most stupendous phenomena,
never lose sight of their human character: whereas
in the productions of romantic story, an improbable
event never fails to be attended by an absurd
dialogue. The actors seem to lose their senses,
the moment the laws of Nature have lost their tone.
The two kinds of romance meant by the author were
medieval, which he called ancient, and eighteenth century,
which he called modern. Walpole stumbled upon a set
formula for the G-othic romance. Action, rather than
character, is the only thing.
This is shown in his story. The only son of Man-
fred, usurping ruler of Otranto, is on his wedding morning
killed by a falling massive helmet from nowhere. Manfred,
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deciding his line must survx-^e , determines to marry the girl
Isabella. He must get rid of his wife, v/ho goes down a
subterranean passage. She meets the peasant Theodore who is,
unknown to her, the rightful heir. Servants are alarmed by the
sudden appearance of armor from nowhere. A clap of thunder,
and the apparition of the good Alphonso appears to demand that
Manfred surrender his throne to the rightful heir. Manfred,
smitten in conscience renounces his crown. He enters a
convent, as does his wife.
The helmet episode is one of the passages vvhich tax
the imagination.
^The first thing that struck Manfred's eyes was
a group of his servants endeavouring to raise some-
thing that appeared to him a mountain of sable plumes.
He gazed vdthout believing his sight. "What are ye
doing?", cried Manfred wrathfully; "where is my son?"
A volley of voices replied, "Ohl my lordl the princel
the princel the helmet i the helmet I" Shocked with
these lamentable sounds, and dreading he knew not v;hat
he advanced hastily, but what a sight for a father's
eye si he beheld his child dashed to pieces, and
almost buried under an enormous helmet, a hundred
times more large than any casque ever made for human
beirig, and shaded vdth a proportionable quantity of
black feathers".
Amond the irmnediate followers of Walpole was Clara
Reeve, who published "The Old English Baron" in 1777. It
came twelve years after V^alpole's story and was, according
to her the "Castle of Otranto's" "literary offspring".^
By eliminating all supernatural incidents except one ghost.
1. Ibid. p. 2
2. Birkhead, E., "Tale of Terror", p. 25
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she sought to bring her story "within the utmost verge of
probability".
Mrs. Ann Radcliffe, who was born in the same year as
Walpole's story was published, was one of the foremost members
of the Gothic school. "The Romance of the Forest" (1792),
presents one of the incidents which Jane Austin satirizes so
neatly in "Northanger Abbey", Adeline in a dream sees a
beckoning figure in a dark room, a dying man imprisoned in a
darkened chamber, a coffin and bleeding corpse, and hears a
voice from the coffin. A few nights later she passes through
a door and stumbles over a rusty dagger and finds a ro2>l of
smouldering manuscripts. Adeline by candle light reads with
horror the story of her father, who has been foully done to
death by his brother. Catherine Moreland, in Jane Austin's
delightful story, is inspired with G-othic ideas, but Gathering
discovers her manuscripts to be washing bills,
"Mysteries of Udolpho" in 179^, and "The Italian"
In 1797 were very popular. Since Mrs Radcliffe was quite
ignorant of conditions in the world, she was forced to rely
on her imagination. She was praised in her own time for her
ability to describe places which she had never visited.
Matthew Gregory Lewis, who had not yet reached
the age of twenty, published "The Monk" in 1796. He was wise
enough to explain his mysteries, or account for them in his
closing chapter. Such a startling tale was this that the
author was ever afterward known as "Monk" Lewis.
Jc
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Another form of romance, a branch of the Gothic, is
found in the Oriental tales. "Vathek" was written by an
immensely rich man, William Beckford, who v/as one of the best
of these writers. The story is stronger than Walpole"s, yet is
more grotesque and wilder in its freaks of fancy. This book
differs from the G-othic in its setting, which is in the Orient.
The extraordinary imagination of the author, and the consist-
ency in the fantastic character which the book assumes, has made
the story the most popular of its kind.
VI.
Up to this time, there had been few successful
women writers. Now come three, who have a great influence on the
literature of the time, and consequently of years to come.
A
Frances Burney, (1752-1840) one of six children,
was the daughter of the most popular music master of fashion-
able London. The girl, who did not learn to read until she
was eight years old, wis rather self-educated. Her mother
;
had died when she was nine years old. Although two sisters I
had been sent to a school in France, Fanny had been kept at home.
The father was very busy at his own work. Fanny spent her days
happily, reading in his library, writing letters to an old
|
family friend ajid scribbling the stories she made up.
While the girl's days were spent quietly enough, her
A•
1
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evenings were gay. Her father knew all the notable people
of London, and was very popular. His drawing-room was often
crowded with writers, statesmen, musicians, and actors. There
was a great deal of "brilliant talk, and much fine music.
Fanny a shy girl, would slip away to a quiet corner of the
room, and from there watch what went on. Her short -sighted
eyes missed little. Her keen ears managed to catch the
conversation that showed the characters of the visitors. All
she saw and heard went into her stories.
This was chanr-ed when the second Mrs. Bumey
came to Poland Street. The new stepmother saw that the girls
had been neglected, so she set out to train them in all the
useful household arts. She soon found out that Fanny spent
a great part of her time in scribbling. The stepmother spoke
seriously to the girls, wMle they were busy at their sewing,
about the subject of authorship as a calling for women. She
believed that woman's place was in the home. Even thoiAgh she
loved reading, she thought that writing for the public was
unfeminine. She pointed out that the few women authors
produced worthless, and sometimes immoral, books, so that
feminine authorship was not highly considered. Fanny therefore
resolved to write no more. She made a bonfire in back of her
house and burned her manuscripts.
Fanny did no more real TTriting until she was
twenty-two. Then she started to write a story which she had
worked out completely in her imagination. The heroine,
Evelina, is virtuous and beautiful. She Is carefully
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trained and taught by Mr. Villars. One of the latter'
s
friends persuades Mr. Villars to alio?/ Evelina to pay her a
visit. She next gets his consent to allow the girl to visit
London vdth Mrs. Mirvan. Mr. Villars is reluctant, but allows
the girl to go. Evelina meets there her grandmother, who has
married again. She, Madame Duval, demands much of Evelina's
time. The lady and the companions, with v/hom the girl must
associate, are vulgar company for a refined young lady.
Evelina has an unhappy time. The wicked baronet i&io is
Evelina's father, although he had denied marriage with her
mother, repents and receives his daughter. She marries a
handsome nobleman, who had been faithful to her through many
trials and misunderstandings.
The book "Evelina" was published anonymously in 1778
J
Fanny received twenty pounds for the novel, which was refused
by the first publisher to whom it was offered. The story
was a great success and Fanny, in her early twenties, was
lionized.
Mrs. Thrail urged Fanny to write a comedy, a new
type of story for her. A publisher agreed to accept it unseei^
"The Witlings" was rejected on the advice of her father, who
realized that this attempt at comedy was not worthy of her.
Fanny's second novel "Clarissa", and her second best, was alsd
a success. After that her works grew increasingly bad.
The then famous author received an offer to be
second keeper of robes to the queen. This carried two hundred!
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pounds a year, and Fanny accepted in 1786. She found herself
a menial, and was not happy in the service. In 1791, howeverj|
she was pensioned from the service with one hundred pounds a
year.
Fanny then married General d'Arblay, a French
refugee. A son Alexander was born.
Next Fanny tried a tragedy, but this was a failure.
In 1796 she returned to the novel. "Camela", a very poor
work, netted about fifteen thousand dollars. Four years
later a comedy, "Love and Fashion" proved a failure.
One reason for Fanny's failure was that her style
grew worse. It became heavier and more elaborate. She
adopted Samuel Johnson's heavy style, and later tried to
Frenchify it,
Fanny gave women the possibility of popular work
in the novel. The reading public was no longer entirely
masculine, and manners had changed considerably in the last
quarter of the eighteenth century. Fanny refined the novel
somewhat, and set a mode for the later women writers.
"Evelina" introduced a kind of realism when the
G-othic romance was dominating. In realism, Fanny represents
the novel of manners. Little or no effort is made to analyze
the motive, the undercurrent. She is almost unequalled in
picturing speech, manners, and dress. Fanny Burney stumbled
on the essence of the novel, its connection with actual,
ordinary life.
((
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B.
Maria Edgeworth (1767-1849) was born in Oxfordshire,
She was the daughter of the much married Pilchard Edgev/orth.
The girl was sent to a private school in Derby, and then to
school in London. Maria was a good scholar in languages,
and showed early evidence of literary talent. She lived in
Ireland after 1372, when her father took his complex family
to his estates at Edgeworthstown.
In 1737 she started "Freeman Family", which she
later reworked into a novel. "Parentis Assistant" came in
1796. This was a series of short stories with morals for
children. In I8OO Maria started writing for adults. "Castle
Rackrent", published in 1300, was the first of her Irish
stories, from which her real significance comes. "Belinda"
followed in 1801.
Maria and her father took a trip to Paris, where
she fell in love with a Swedish coimt. She did not marry
him because she would not live in Stockholm. She could not
forget him, and this influenced her next work.
"Leonora" in 1306, and "Absentee" in 1812 are the
best of her later works.
Maria's work may be divided into three parts. Her
first writings, which were on practical education, are not
important. Her novels proper are not distinguished. The
Irish life she portrays so admirably is a new kind of realism.
c
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Thus Thady in "Castle Rackrent" defends his lord,
Sir Kit:"^
He fixed a day for settling with the tenants,
but went off in a whirlwind to town, just as
some cf them came into the yard in the morning.
A circular letter came next post from the new
agent, with news that the master was sailed for
England, and he must remit five-h\indred pounds
to Bath for his use before a fortnight was at
an end; bad news still for the poor tenants, no
change still for the better with them. Sir Kit
Rackrent, my young master, left all to the agent;
and though he had the spirit of a prince, and
lived away to the honour of his country abroad,
which I was proud to hear of, what were we better
for that at home? The agent was one of your
middlemen, who grind the face of the poor, and
can never bear a man with a hat upon his head:
he ferreted the tenants out of their lives; not
a week without a call for money, drafts upon
drafts from Sir Kit; but I laid it all to the
fault of the agent; for, says I, what can Sir
Kit do with so much cash, and he a single man?
But still it went.
Until this story appeared, the Irish in literature
had been incidental, usually the object of derision. Yet
Maria creates a feeling of sympathy for old Thady, who in the
novel relates the happenings in the Irish castle. From it
came all the Irish stories which flooded England in the next
fifty years. It developed a new field with new characters.
It is a ns.tural story, and an excellent portrait of manners.
Not only is Ireland opened up as a field for litera-
ture, but so are all other countries as well. As a result of
this, Scott wrote his famous stories of Scotch life.
1. "Castle Rackrent", p. 11
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C.
Jane Austen (1775-1817) lived a quiet life, and her
first twenty-five years were spent at home with her family.
Educated by her father, she showed an early interes't in
literature, reading standard wcrks, and greatly admiring Scott.
At an early age she visited her uncle's home at Bath, a place
she used in her writing.
Jane, a tall, beautiful brunette, refused to try
anything she could not do, for she knew better than anyone else
her own limitations. She began "Pride and Prejudice" in
I796-I797, and then worked at "Eleanor and Mary Ann", which
she reworked into "Sense and Sensibility". "Northanger
Abbey" was written in 1798 and sold for ten pounds to a
publisher, who evidently did not have the courage to publish
it, for he sold it back for the same price several years later,
unaware that he had let slip a famous novel. "Sense and
Sensibility" was published in 1811, and "Pride and Prejudice"
in 1813. "Mansfield Park", "Emma", and "Persuasion" complete
her list.
"Northanger Abbey" makes fun of the G-othic
romances of that day, and the following is an excellent
criticism of the popular novel.
^
"But, my dearest Catherine, what have you been
doing with yourself all this morning? Hav® you
gone on with "Udolpho"?"
"Yes, I have been reading it ever since I
woke; and I am got to the black veil."
1. "Northanger Abbey", p. 37-38
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"Are you, indeed? How delightful i OhI I would
not tell you what is "behind the black veil for the
world'. Are you not wild to know?"
"Ohi yes, quite; v/hat can it be? But do not tell
me; I would not be told upon ar^r account. I know
it must be a skeleton; I am sure it is Laurentina's
skeleton. OhI I am delighted with the booki I
should like to spend my whole life reading it, I
assure you; if it had not been to meet you, I would
not have come away from it for all the world."
"Dear creature i How much obliged I am to you;
when you have finished "Udolpho", we will read "The
Italian" together; and I have made out a list of ten
or twelve more of the same kind for you."
"Have you indeedl How glad I ami What are all?"
"l will read you their najnes directly; here
they are in my pocket-book. "Castle of 7/olfenback"
,
"Clermont", "Mysterious V/arr.ings", "Necromancer
of the Black Jorest", "Midnight Bell", "Orphan of
the Rhine", and "Horrid Mysteries". Those will
last us some time."
"Yes, pretty well, but are they all horrid?
Are you sure they all are horrid?"
"Yes, quite sure; for a particular friend of
mine, a Miss Andrews, a sweet girl, one of the
sweetest creatures in the world, has read every one
of them."
Her works had very little popular appeal at the
I
time, but that made no difference to Miss Austen, who kept on
writing what she wished because she er. Joyed it. For her
complete output she received only seven hundred pounds, yet
her works grew in popularity after her time, and even today she
is an extremely popular novelist.
Mies Austin's method and her fineness of technique
contribute largely to her excellent work, for in her books
there is no extraneous matter ^ and character must be drawn
with no Dutside help. Jane never goes outside of her own world,
"taking her characters from the higher class of the village, the
class with which she is thoroughly familiar. Her language is
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thoroughly familiar. Her language is the everyday language
that she knew, and since oaths and violence did not ccxne within
her feminine range, they wer© excluded from her novels. She
has no peer in recording what the averag® woman observes*
and she shov/s how men look when viewed through the eyes of a
woman, thus establishing the novel of domestic comedy.
SUMilARY
The first two novelists of this period did not continue
the novel on the same high level as Richardson and Fielding. j
The strings of adventures #iich both present to us are marked
especially by their formlessness, breaking down the high art of
the novel. The stories end somewhere simply because they must
have a stopping place, and are unlike Fielding's where events
are narrated with the final chapter in view. It is therefore
a natural result that the press of the day should publish too
many shipshod adventures by authors who lacked the style of
Smollett and Sterne.
The reaction against Richardson is completed by these
two who go about it in different ways. Smollett as a realist
shows us the selfishness and baser qualities of his characters*
and presents such scenes as a flogging, an impress^^ent , and
a duel. The realism often seems prepared especially for those
who desire coarser scenes. While there is much suggesU on
of coarseness in Sterne, it is handled in a different manner,
===
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and he mixes it with sentiment in ^ich is always involved the
ludicrous. VThen he seems to awaken pleasure in real distress,
he ends by playing a joke on the sympathies of the reade^*
Yet his works and their imitations did more than anything
else to free literature from the serious sentimentalism of
Richardson,
Smollett, with more famous novels to his credit, has
more influence on the novel. He gives us in "Roderick Random"
our first real novel of the sea. Defoe and others had written
about imaginary adventure on imaginary seas, but it remained
for Smollett to put a real ship on a real sea. Since the
author was a ship's doctor and not a sailor in the true sense
of the word, he is not familiar enough to allow all the happenings
take place at sea, and in "Perigrine Pickle" especially btings
his sailors to shope in order to be more at ease with them.
Beginnings for the Gothic romance are made "by Smolleti,
whose imagination delighted in terror. Roderick, chained to
the deck on a dark night, lies exposed to the shots of a French
ship. At midnight, a favorite hour with the terrorists, the
hero of "Count Fathom" is in the pirate's cave. Shadows,
bleeding corpse» cold sweat, and all the tools of the later
school are used by Smollett,
These two novelists, despite their contributions,
helped to break away from the high art which the novel had
attained. Oliver Goldsmith had no sympathy v/ith their coarseness
and brutality, and therefore used none of it in his cliarming
c
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work. He took the old elements, even the ones that afforded
opportunities for indecency, and blended them into a
harmonious whole in Just the manner we would expect of a poet.
He saw only the "beautiful, and although misery enough came
to wreck the average family, the author brought the characters
through adversity with the feeling that their sufferings had
not been in vain. His sane philosophy of life enabled him
to tell his story without bitterness or coarse humor, and thus
pave the v/ay for a cleaner novel.
The setting of "The Vicar of V/akefield" takes place
in the country district of England, and the story gains
greatly from this. It may be considered as a sketch full of
local color, for the rural atmosphere adds reality to the
blended incidents which are portrayed. The idea of ^.omance wa|
enlarged, since Goldsmith showed how a true artist could blend
romantic pictures of life with effective setting to present a
story with the ring of truth.
The next group of novelists, the most important
of whom was Godwin, cared little for the novel as a work of
art, but seized it as the best medium to spread their propagand^.
They blamed society for the ills of mankind, and held generally
the ideas which we associate with Russia of the present day.
Realizing that a social treatise as such could gain only a small
number of readers, they dressed their ideas with any convenient
form of the novel. The fact that of all these works"Caleb
7/illiams" alone has survived shows that the makers lacked a
high form of art. This group created the didactic novel which
ct
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is greatly used even today, and is an effective method of
spreading propaganda.
We have seen that the foimdations for the Gothic
romance had already been laid by Smollett, who used many details
calculated to strike terror into the heart of the sympathetic
reader. The leader of the Gothic movement was Horace Walp^le,
whose "Castle of Otranto" is built up in the imagination and
has no definite historical background. The castle with its
underground passage is the scene of the fanciful story where
spirits appear to perform impossible feats that cannot be
explained.
Others prominent in this movement followed in
general the style set by Walpole, although some of them made
Variations in the Gothic style. Mrs. Reeve and Mrs. Radcliffe
combined historic incidents with the Gothic, helping eventually
to make the historical the most popular form of the romance.
William Beckford, with "Vathek", presented the Oriental romance
similar to the Gothic but taking place in the Orient.
While the Gotliic romance was a radical departure from
the accepted novel of the day, and had too many flaws to remain
universally popular, it helped to make the English novel what
it is today. These romancers insisted that literature is not
merely utilitarian, and there is another world outside the real
one for use in story telling. Although the writers did not go:
very far into mediaevalism
,
they pointed out the way to Scott.
Tales of terror by Poe are the direct result of the Gothic
romance. Mrs. RadcliffQf^.^Jherdescriptions of mountai ns . [
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stonn, and sea, added a new interest, and her own influence or
that which she exerted through Scott has been felt on every
variety of the novel of the nineteenth centiiiy.
In the G-othic romance we find a few notable women
writers, but now comes a group of three fajnous women whose
names are famous in literature. The novel had not yet lost
all its coarseness, and did not yet command sufficient respect
for women to devote themselves earnestly to it. Pointing out
the women who had written material which was no credit to their
sex was a much easier task than naming the really successful
feminine writers. That the three women gained success at this
time is no small achievement when we consider that they were at
a disadvantage in beginning their work. In the last quarter
of the eighteenth century, however, the reading public was no
longer entirely masculine and manners had changed considerably
for the better.
Fanny Burney, who in her long span of life witnessed
many literary changes is remembered for her "Evelina", a novel
of contemporary manners, and dress, those things that have such
a natural appeal to the keen feminine eye and ear. The faith-
ful account of the youthful Evelina is remarkable because it
is a transcript of ordinary life, so essential to the novel.
The narration of ordinary happenings introduced a new kind of
realism at a time when the romance was the dominant form of
literature, and the book's success gave women the possibility
of popular work in the novel.
-t
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Maria Edgeworth is important because of her Irish
stories such as "Castle Rackrent" where "the Irish are treated
in a sympathetic manner by the woman who has had the experience
with these people to know what she is talking about. Here old
Thady, as he tells the story of the Rackrents, vdns the
admiration of the reader, and is not a subject of derision in
any part of the story. Until now the Irish in books had been
incidental, and usually the butt of derisive comedy. Miss
Edgeworth, hov/ever, by her sympathetic treatment of characters
and the social injustices which the unfortunate tenants were
forced to endure, added a new field to literature. Not only
was Ireland to be explored through her work, but Scotland was
opened to Scott as a direct result of Miss Edgeworth' s stories.
Jane Austen, who was not fully appreciated during her
life, presented excellent pictures of life as she knev; it, and
refused to turn her hand to anything with which she was not
familiar. The people she wiDte about were her own kind in the
upper middle class of English society, and the places were
the ones she knew, and these commonplace characters and locatioj;is
are intensely real because the author knew them thoroughly.
Even the fashionable Bath was well known to her, for she had
frequently spent vacations there at her uncle's home. V/hen
urged to attempt a different form of writing from that v/hich
pleased her, Miss Austen steadfastly refused, for she realized
her own limitations.
Her realism made her an enemy of the Gothic romance.
tt
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which she satirized throughout "Northanger Abbey", The
heroine is disappointed with the Abbey which does not contain
the gloomy chambev.s "ttie subterranean passage^ of the delight-
fully horrid romances that she had read so eagerly. The first
night at the Abbey Wg^s stormy, and the girl went through all
the frights of the "Mysteries of Udolpho" only to find that the
i
chest of papers, which should have revealed startling infomati^n,
were laundry lists. Thus the writer effectively ridiculed
the novel of the Gothic romance when it was extremely popular.
Style and structure contribute largely to make her
work so fine, and no novelist since Fielding has done so well l?i
structure. Events occur because they have some bearing on the
story, and characte^^ must be drawn with no outside help. Her
delicate handling of words to gain the proper meaning, and
their arrangement express the unexpected turn showed the great
skill of the writer. Her fineness of technique again gav© the
novel an art and a style which it once possessed, but had
since lost.
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THE HISTORICAL ROMANCE
I.
Sir Walter Scott, born in Edinburgh on the fifteenth
of August in 1771, came of a long line of ancestors who
had led an open-air life of farming, fighting, riding and
sporting. He contracted a permanent lameness at the age
of eighteen months as a result of a teething fever. Because
of this he was sent to live with his grandfather in the
country. Here he learned to love the country and the border
chivalry about which he wrote so much.
After practising law without great success for
fourteen years, Scott adopted literat\ire as a career. The
novel at this time seemed to be strOngly developing realism,
but it was not continued in this way by Scott. He proved that
realism and romanticism could be blended by using adventure
and realism in an historical background. His purpose was to
bring back the past in a realistic manner. He used
imagination, detailed knowledge of history, and realistic
plot and presentation of facts in the story.
rc
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That Scott should become a great novelist is
remarkable when we consider that his first literary v/orks
were poems. He had already written such famous works as
"Border I.Iinstrelsy" , "The Lay of the Last Minstfrel", and "Mar*
mion". The sale of "Rakeby" was not great, although critics
praised the poem. So taken up was the public with Bryon and
his works that even a former favorite like Scott was a little
neglected, Scott, therefore, thought it would be well to
try something in quite a different style in order to win
back his lost readers.
In the spring of 1314 he came across, in an old
cabinet, a story in prose, which he had written nearly ten
years before. He set to work rewriting it, and finished it
in three weeks. In July of the same year the book,
"Waverly, or 'Tis Sixty Years Since" v/as published. He did
not put his name on the title-page, for he realized that
the readers could not judge the story impartially if they
knew it was written by the poet Scott. He wished to see
what favor "Waverly" could win on its own merit.
The book was inmiensely popular. In jJdinburgh the
people enjoyed the book which was writte - in a fresh and
vigorous style, Just suited to the Scottish taste. It showed
old Scotland
,
her manners and customs, in the age which
had Just been passed. The fame of the book soon spread to
London. There the readers stopped, for a time, reading
Bryon' s latest work and eagerly read and talked about the
c
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new book,
"^'Waverly", shov/lng the same goundwork as his later
novels, is a border tale which relates the adventures of a
scion of that house among the loyal Highlanders, temporarily
a rebel to the English rviler and a recruit in the interests of
the young pretender. It narrates fortunes in love and
war, his reinstatement in the King*s service, and his happy
marriage.
So delighted was Scott with the success of his work
that he immediately started to write another, and "G-uy Mannerini
was published in the following year. Between 1816 and 1825
he wrote twenty novels, as well as some longer narrative poems.
His works broiight in a great deal of money, and he became a
rich man,
Scott had serious money difficulties in his latter
years, partly due to his own huge expenditures, and partly?"
due to the fault of others. The publishing firm, with which h(
had associated himself in 1826, failed throxagh trade depression
5"
and mismanagement, and althoiJigh he found himself liable for about
one hundred and thirty thousand pounds, he refused to become
bankrupt. At the age of fifty- six he set out to pay the debt,
impossible though it see^ned. Intro months he produced
"Woodstock", one of his finest works, which brought in eight
thousand pounds. Despite the death of his wife, Scott
worked on, grinding out one novel after the other,
giving himself no rest. His health broke
iR. Burton. "Masters of the English Novel", p. 131
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down, and he died, as a result of incessant labor, in 1832.
His creditors were paid in full after his death.
That Scott succeeded in his purpose of reviving the
past in a realistic manner is beyond question. The imagination
he showed Id marvelous. When we stop to consider the great
number of lengthy books which Scott has written, we wonder how
one man was ever able to produce so many living books. Into
each of his stories he has woven a real plot, and his skillful
presentation of facts makes the story real.
Scott made an historical background using a few
historical characters. Most of the important ones in his
books v;ere imaginary. In this way the author was not made
follow too closely the facts of history. His style, which
combined fact and fiction, prevailed \7ith few exceptions during
his century.
Besides making English and Scotch history alive,
Scott was the first to portray Scotch characters successfully.
Up to this time the Scots, as well as most other provincials,
were usually ridiculed in the English novel. Scott made them
alive, human, and heroic. His works created a genuine interest
in Scotch life, and ooened a wide field of material for future
novelists. Chevalley pays tribute to Scott by saying. This
lame man walked straight., and carried the novel further and
higher than any man before him."
Some there are v/ho criticize Scott for the slow move-
ent of his stories. Certainly there is little question that
1
_Abel Chevalley, "The Modern English Novel"p.23
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many of his stories would be impiroved by cutting down one-
third. Others point to his loose style, and the stiffness
of some of his youthful characters. To those who show that
there are many historical inaccuracies in Scott's work,
Professor Cross writes,-^ "Shakespeare believed himself
Justified in tampering with history for dramatic ends. He
compressed events, changed their order, and introduced into
his histories events which never occurred at all, and for
which there was no authority in the chroniclers. Scott
did the same thing; and when criticized by Dr. Jonas Dryasdust
for doing so, he referred him to Shakespeare, and sent Miss
Dryasdust a brand new pair of spectacles. Scott, however,
was not so skilled in manipulating history as was Shakespeare.
Shakespeare - to give him the substance of Coleridge's masterly
defense of him - grouped and arranged his 'stars in the sky'
to the issue of a higher unity than that of chronoligical
sequence. Scott was imdoubtedly justified in making the
murder of Amy Rosbart contemporary with Leicester's princely
reception of Elizabeth at Kenilworth in 1575, though it
occurred fifteen years before. It v/as really necessary to
do this, in order to combine into one picture the gayety, the
display and the crimes of the Elizabethan age. But when,
in this same romance, he makes the schoolboy Shakespeare,
then only eleven years old, the author of 'Venus and Adonis',
and a few years later, in 'Woodstock', implies that the
dramatist dies somewhere around 1590, before he had written
1. " Development of the EngUsh Novel" p. 133-134
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one great play, our sense of historical propriety recevies a
shock. Probably every one of Scott's novels contains similar
deviations from history, some of which were made purposely,
and others no doubt from carelessness or ignorance. These
slips, though so glaring as mistakes in heraldry, armor,
and geograPtiy» never corrected for his critics, but coolly
called their attention to others which they had not observed."
II.
A writer who created so much public interest as
Scott naturally had a large follov/ing of imitators. In
Scotland, England, the United States, France, Germany, and
Italy tales of a similar nature sprang up. Most of these
I
authors, as well as their v/orks, are of little importance to
the development of the novel.
Edward Bulwer Lytton produced among his voluminous
and varied works five historical romances. He v/orked count-
less details into his story, giving more history with less
imagination, which necessitated slower movement than v;e find
in Scott. His most widely read historical romance, "The
Last Days of Pompeii", resulted from Lytton' s studj?- of
Vesuvius and its surroundings, and his wide reading of Latin
and Greek. He made his own characters to conform with the
life of Pompeii at that period. "The Last of the Barons"
is Lytton' s masterpiece in historical fiction. He looked at
history from a philosophical and psychological standpoint.
•()
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Charles Kingsley» clergyman and later Canon of
Westminister, wrote some very excellent historical romances.
His purpose was in some books to improve conditions of the
working class, and in others halt the movement toward
the Church of Rome which Nev»man had given to the Church of
England. His "Hypatia" (1853), the dea'th struggle "between
Greek and Christian civilization in the fifth century, failed
his purpose. Not only did Kingsley not arrest the Roman
movement, but his books weakened faith in the church which
he defended so zealously.
Sir Walter Scott appeared when the G-othic romance
was fading away, and the realism of Jane Austen and the other
feminine novelists seemed sure to be the popular form of the
novel. He did not break completely away from their method,
but blended their realistic manners and some 3-othic elements
with stories of adventure in an historical background.
From Miss Edgeworth, Scott realized the possibility
of using Scotland as the scene of his tales. She knev/ Ireland
and used it for her story, while Scott knew Scotland, with its
historical background, and the people who dwelt there. The
local color v/hich flavors all his v/orks has since become a
necessary part of romantic fiction, and authors Journey to
distant lands to find that element which Scott was able to
grasp in his own. country.
t
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The character3 ^® presents to us are v/onder^'ul both
for their variety and actuality. In every book of his, as in
each of Dickens' works, there are characters whoia we instantly
recall, so keenly are they portrayed. Whether the figures
are important in history or whether they are products of the
imagination, they stand before us as if they actually exist.
This gift of character'i nation would not be so much a power
to be wondered at if the figures were few, but their vast
number make them a distinct contribution.
Scott showed the historical novelist how to handle
this difficult form in a manner more pleasing than manufacturing,
the history or putting historical characters through a series
of adventures. He constructed an historical background v/ith a
few historical characters, and placed imaginary figures in the fore
ground. Since he did not write for the purpose of narrating
history itself, this method was just the right way to tell
the story without sacrificing the novel when history inter^^red^
This author's influence may be seen by the fact tliat
for several years before his death the historical romance
which he made so popular was almost the only form of current litjera-
ture, and imitators appeared throughout the literary world.
When his writings ceased, no pen was strong enough to keep
alive for many years the movement to which Scott gave such
great force.
Although reaction set in during Scott's own time, his
romances continued until the realists exerted such force about
c
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1850. During this period much of the forgotten work is due to
the imitation of Scott's rapid writing by the authors. T,^ile
Scott successfully worked under pressure, and composed a long
list of fgimous stories, he cannot "be imitated in this regard,
for such production is only the work of a genius. Those
who are remembered in this field ape such ones as Bulwer
Lytton, who in his "Last Days of Pompeii" created imaginary
characters such as he thoiaght were in haraony with the period
for which he wrote; Charles Kingsley, whose historical
romances were written to improve conditions of the working
class or to defend his ehurch* Their importance to this
period depends on Scott, and their modifications of his
historical romances.
REALISTIC REACTION
I.
Charles Dickens (1312-1870), the son of a middle class
navy clerk, had to work at the age of eleven i:. a blacking factory,
for his father had been arrested for debt and put in prison. 0n
Sunday Charles had dinner with the rest of his family in prison]
where the father stayed until a small sum of money was left to
him, and he paid his debts and left prison. Due to a quarrel
between his father and the relative who owned the blacking
factory, Charles was taken away from the factory.
Then Charles went to a school near his home for
two years J whm he left he became a lawyer's clerk. He
was very ambitious, and worked hard to make up for what he
I
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had missed in his earlier years. He became a reporter on a
newspaper, and came to know London and its surroundings
thoroughly.
He wanted to become an author. He sent an article
to the "Monthly Magazine", and wept with joy when he saw his
work in print. This was the first of a series of articles
now known as "Sketches by Boz". At the age of twenty-four,
Dickens was well knov/n, and his possibilities were recognized.
A publishing finn had employed a noted artist, Mr.
Seymour, to draw a number of sketches dealing with the
adventures of a group of Cockney sportsmen. They wanted
someone to write a story bringing in the incidents shown by
the sketches. They asked Dickens, who agreed to do it. The
result was "The Pickwick Papers", which set everyone laughing
and talkiiTg over the inimitable sayings of the Wellers. It is
a loosely connected series of sketches, intended solely to amuse.
Even today the sketches are highly enjoyable.
In his next book, "Oliver Twist", Dickens told the
story of a boy born and brought up in a workhouse . He was
apprenticed to a cruel master, r*an away to London, fell
in with a gang of criminals, and was finally rescued and made
happy. The tone of the book is naturally not a pleasant one.
Here Oliver ventures to ask Mr. Bumble for some more g3?uel?-
A The evening arrived; the boys took their places.
" The master, in his cook's uniform, stationed him-
self at the copper. His pauper assistants ranged
themselves behind him; the gruel was served out;
and a long grace was said over the short commons.
1. "Oliver Twist", pp. 16-17
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The gruel disappeared; the boys whispered each
other and winked at Oliver; #iile his next neighbor
nudged him. Child as he was, he was desparate
with himger, and reckless with misery. He rose
from the table; and advancing to the master, basin
and spoon in hand., said: somewhat alarmed at his own
temerity.
"Please, sir, I want some more."
The master was a fat, healthy man; but he turned
very pale. He gazed in stupefied astonishment on the
small rebel for some seconds, and then clung for
support to the copper. The assistants were paralyzed
with wonder; the boys with fear,
"WhatI" said the master at length, in a faint voice.
"Please, sir," replied Oliver, "I want some more."
The master aimed a blow at Oliver's head with the
ladle; pinioned him in his arms; and shrieked aloud
for the beadle.
The board iiere sitting in common conclave, when
Mr. Bumble rushed into the room in great excitement,
and addressing the gentleman in the high chair, said,
"Mr. Limbkins, I beg your pardon, sii?.i Oliver
Twist has asked for morei"
There was a general start. Horror was depicted
on every countenance.
"For morei" said Mr. Limbkins. "Compose yourself
^
Bumble, and answer me distinctly. Do I understand
that he asked for more, after he had eaten the supper
allotted by the dietary?"
"He did, sir," repeated Bumble.
"That boy will be hung," said the gentleman in the
vfiiite waistcoat. "I know that boy will be hiing."
Nobody controverted the prophetic gentleman's
opinion. An animated discussion took place. Oliver
was ordered into instant confinement; and a bill was
next morning pasted on the outside of the gate, offer-
ing a reward of five pounds to anybody who would take
Oliver Twist off the hands of the parish. In other
words, five pounds and Oliver Twist were offered to
any man or woman who wanted an apprentice to any trade,
business, or calling,
"I never was more convinced of anything in my life,"
said the gentleman in the white waistcoat, as he
knocked at the gate and read the bill next morning:
"I never was more convinced of anything in my life,
than I am that that boy will come to be hung."
Dickens published one success after another. His
stories were published in monthly or weekly parts, and his
readers could scarcely wait for the next part of the story.
r
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"Nicholas Nickleby", which came next, attacked the disgraceful
CO rations which presumably prevailed in certain boarding
schools.
The fact that Dickens was a newspaper reporter
helped him not only in the thorough knowledge of London
about viiich he wrote, but also in his style which won quick
recognition. While his style has many faults, his success
is partly due to the fact that he, as a reporter, had his
fingers on the London reading pulse.
The style of Dickens at its best is that of an
inspired writer. It is rapid and graphic. It aims always
to heighten the effect. The shadov/s are made darker and
the lights are made brighter to intensify the effect he aims
at, and which he makes sure of getting.
His plots, on 77hie h he spent much toil, are negli-
gible. In one book, "A Tale of Two Cities", his structure
and technique are faultless. His other books are strong in
purpose, and in the variety and reality of the characters.
His character drawing is sharp rather than deep.
Many of his characters are easy to remember because they are
incarnations of their particular trade or profession. Others
represent a single quality or passion. If the characters do
anything not in keeping with their type, Dickens does not
tell us about it. He does not care for the incongruities
because he wishes to write vd th the sharp style of a newspaper
man*
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Dickens was the f irst English novelist who deliber-
ately adopted fiction as his sole occupation. A possible
exception nay be Jane Austin, who wrote almost secretly for hei'
own pleasure. Scott wanted to write poetry, but turned to
the novel when Byron ruled the field of poetry. The previous
famous writers all had their professions. Dickens as a
young man recognized novel writing as a vocation. For the
rest of his life this was his sole work. This shows the
dignity which the novel had attained after the death of Scott.
No longer was the drama the center of interest. The familiar
essay was displaced. The novel had become the popular form
of literature, carrying fame and riches for its masters.
Dickens introduced the spirit of hiAmanitarianism.
He was in deep sympathy with the tragic sufferings of human
life. He denounced the inhumanities of the workhouse and the
cruelties of a type of boarding school. His critics claim
that Dickens calls too constantly for tears, and that this
makes the sufferings less moving than they otherwise might be.
Yet it must be admitted that this element of human gjnnpathy
won the author a multitude of readers and their affec'^'^o^*
Dickens has innumerable critics to point to his
flaws, but in recent years he has gained many defenders.
G. K. Chesterton says:
•^"There was a painful moment (somewhere about the
eighties) when we watched anxiously to see whether Dickens
1. "Appreciations and Criticisms of the Works of Charles Dickens
Introduction pp, vii-vlli.
i.
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was fading from the modem world. We have watched a little
longer, and with great relief we begin to realize that it is
the modern world that is fading. All the universe of ranks
and respectabilities in comparison with which Dickens was
called a caricaturist, all the Victorian universe in which
he seemed vulgar - all that is itself breaking up like a
cloudland and only the caricatures of Dickens remain like
things carved in stone."
Dickens' faults are admitted and defended by the
Dawsons.l
Upon the faults of Dickens scores of astute
critics have levelled their weapons of scornful
analysis, and sometimes of bitter satire. It
must be admitted that his style is often the
worst; that he mistakes verbiage for eloquence,
overdoes his effects., plays to the gallery, is
often histrionic when he means to be dramatic,
is wearisome in his rise of catch-phrases, is
artificial when his theme calls for simplicity;
and in his overwrought sympathy is apt to become
maudlin. But it must be remembered in all justice
that these faults are by no means habitual. Many
of them were no doubt due to a tired mind. He
deliberately chose to live by novel writing -
that is, by continual exercise of the imaginative
faculty. He had, therefore, to write for bread,
and often had to write when he could only do so
by overstraining his imagination. Under such
conditions the temptation to reproduce effects
whoge original charm lay in their spontanei-j^y was
overwhelming. But in such books as "Great
Expectations" and "David Copperfiled" the style is
consistently lucid, simple flexible, absolutely
adapted to its ends, and wholly free from artificial
and false emphasis. Of all the faculties the
rarest, the most delicate, the quickest to be
outworn, is the creative faculty; and the marvel
v/ith Dickens is that it lasted so long and remained
so vital. The larger books of Dickens are from
1. W. J. and C. W. Dawson "The Great English Novelists"
Vol. 2 - pp. 10 and 11
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three to four times the size of the ordinary
novel and contained anywhere from fifty to
eighty figures; yet in all this there is not
one character that is not sketched with such
vital truth that it conveys a distinct and
lasting impression on the reader's mind.
Dickens was the first English novelist who
really understood the psychology of the child. This may
be due to his own lonely childhood. Little Nell, Paul Dombey,
David Copperfield, and Pip are marvelous descriptions of
childhood.
Not only was Dickens the spokesman for the
children of the poor, but also for the grown-ups whose treat-
ment was unfair. He spoke for the people, and pleaded for
sjnupathy and justice. He was the pioneer in democratic
I
sympathy which was to become so marked in the novel of the
nineteenth century.
II.
At the age of six, William Makepeace Thackeray
was sent from India by his v/idowed mother to live with relatives
in England. At school there he was not a model pupil. Frequently
he was reading Scott when he should have been studying. He v/as
clever at drawing and making verses. So much talent did he
have in drawing that he went to Paris to study to become an
artist. Although an excellent caricaturist, he never succeeded
as an artist.
When Thackeray came of age in 1B32 he received
the modest fortune which father had left him. He had
•
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extravagant habits, and did not know then or later how to manage
money affairs. He also lost a great deal of money in attempting
to start a nev/spaper. In the next year nearly all his money was
gone, and he had to work in order to support himself. He
resiimed his art studies in Paris, but doubted his ability to
succeed in this line. He then started, to write for a living.
The various papers and poems which he wrote for the magazines
were good, but they did not hit the public's fancy.
In 1840 Thackeray's young wife lost her mind. She
was placed in a sanitarium where she outlived her husband for
thirty years. The author was devoted to her and their two
children. He never complained nor tried to escape his burden.
He worked hard to make the money he needed, and he remained
cheerful.
In January of 1814 Thackeray published his first
instalment of "Vanity Fair", which won Immediate popularity.
He gave his readers a picture of the life he knew, that of the
upper middle class. The title he took from Bunyan's "Pilgrim's
Progress", where Vanity Fair is the great gay world in which
men strive for things that are glittering but worthless. The
author exposed the false gayety of the class he knew. They
glorified rank and title, and were unable to recognize the true
worth of a man. They married for money and social position.
They lived beyond their means, and when all was gone they tried
to see how they could get along without working for a living.
Thackeray makes us hate this aristocratic society.
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The hero of the next novel, "Pendennis" is, in
many respects like Tha.ckeray himself. Many of the places
and scenes have their basis on the author's own experience in
youth. This novel, written when Thackeray was nearly forty years
old, added greatly to his fame. ||
In the novels after"Pendennis", Thackeray became less
satirical and less objective, and wove his stories in a differ-
ent fashion. The real Thackeray, the kind and religious man,
v/as now showing himself. "Henry Esmond", generally considered
the best of its kind in the English language, and "The
Virginians" are historical novels. The change of subject
matter, wherein the author writes about things in historical
times which please him, naturally softens the tons of the author.
Yet throughout his works he never lost delight in unmasking
affection and every sort of hypocrisy.
Two years after "Henry Esmond", Thackeray published
"The Newcomes". Many of his readers love this book best of all
because of the Colonel. The story was told by Arthur Pendennis,
who was six years older than his schoolmate, Arthur Newcome,
the Colonel's son. The kind gentleman's life in England, after
his return from India, is related. He made and lost a fortune.
He ended his life as a pensioner of the Grey Friars foundation,
belonging to the school where he spent his boyhood. Here is the
account of the Colonel's death:^
At the usual evening hour the chapel bell
began to toll, and Thomas Newcome' s hands outside
the bed feebly beat in time. And just as the last
bell struck, a peculiar sweet smile shone over his
face, and he lifted up his head, and said quickly
1. "Pendennis", Vol - p. hr^f.
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'AdsumI ' and fell back. It was the word we
used at school when names were called; and lo,
he, whose heart was as that of a little child,
had answered to his name, and stood in the
presence of The Master.
Thackeray's technique is more careless than would
be allowed today because his audience was less critical of
it. Since he wrote in instalments for magazines, his works
bore the natural results. He went along in an easy-going
fashion, having many characters of 7/hom he conveniently dis-
posed by death in some appropriate form. Thackeray, as he
lets us know in his introduction to "Vanity Fair", is the
showman who banters and scolds his characters, and who talks
through them.
Frequently this author turned to the audience and
told them about the characters and about themselves. This
would hardly be permitted today, but probably no one could
have done it in the same unintruding way as he. Certainly a
most pleasant part of his works are these comments of his.
Thackeray' s style reflects the cultivated gentleman
writing in a natural tone. His style is one of his charms.
The diction of this scholarly gentleman is one of the fine
things in the English language. This quality is surely one
of the reasons viiy Henry Van Dyke calls that portrayer of real
men, William Makepeace Thackeray, "the greatest of English
novelists". ^
1. "Companionable Books", p. 129
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III.
In 1847 when instalments of "Vanity Fair" were making
their appearance, another great novel was published anonymous-
ly. It was the famous "Jane Eyre" of Charlotte Bronte'. It
differed entirely from any previous work of fiction in the
English language,
Charlotte passed most of her brief life of thirty-
nine years on the moorland wastes of Yorkshire, in the little
village of Haworth, where her father was curate. She and
three of her sisters were sent to a school which had recently
been opened, and vihich was intended for the daughters of poor
clergymen. The health of the frail Bronte children grew
worse in that olace . Maria, the oldest of the gifted sisters,
was taken home where she died. Then Elizabeth was sent home
in a dying state. The alarmed father immediately withdrew
the tv/o younger daughters, Charlotte and Emily.
Upon the death of Elizabeth, the nine year old
Charlotte was the oldest of four children. The mother was
dead, and Charlotte was nov/ a little mother to the others.
The children read and studied with their father and their
aunt. They seldom played with other children, and enjoyed
themselves most when walking over the moorlands.
This life went on for six years, when Charlotte again
went to school. At this excellent place she became stronger
and less shy. After two years at home, she returned to
Miss Wooler's school as a teacher, while Emily went as a pupil.

She later v/ent out as a governess. Two years as teacher and
pupil at an eistablishinent in Brussells kept by M. and Mme.
Heger completed the schooling of the two girls.
Poems in 1846 by the three Bronte sisters were
published at their expense. Although the poems are excellent
they did not sell well. Each girl then prepared a prose
story, but publishers refused them. Then came "Jane Eyre".
Its popularity steadily increased, and everyone was wondering
who wrote this book.
Some critics attacked the morality of the book.
This caused the shy, religious girl great pain. She was
greatly comforted by the praise of Thackeray, who had long
been a hero in her eyes.
"Jane Eyre" is a passionate interpretation of a
woman's heart. This original interpretation, which is not
the ordinary love story, is a picture of a lonely girl in
revolt against poverty and weakness. A fiery young girl,
who lacked the beauty and accomplishments of the usual heroine
of fiction, challenged the world to break her unconquerable
spirit. All her thoughts are dominated by a sense of the
injustice of life, expecially as far as women are concerned.
Not pity, but Justice is asked. With such eloquence does
Charlotte plead her cause, and with such realism does she
pictiire her heroine that Jane Eyre becomes the great champion
of woman's fight for liberty.
After becoming famous, Charlotte visited London
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where she met Thackeray and others in the literary field.
In this way, and in correspondence with men of letters, she
came in contact v/ith other opinions and beliefs. It did her
little good, however, for she could not get away from the
narrov/ limits of her early training. She came from the North
and could never fully comprehend the manners of her countrymen
who lived close to France.
"Shirley" appeared in 1849. Charlotte was not
quite herself here, and her tone was milder. She had been
advised to read Jane Austin, but since she really could not
understand Jane, Charlotte was not improved by Jane's work.
In this work she pictured men and women v;ith whom she was
acquainted., one of whom was her sister Emily.
The next story by Charlotte, then the only living
member of her family, was "Villette", which is considered
her masterpiece.-'- It is founded on her experiences of her
stay in Brussels. Lucy Gray, the heroine, is like Jane Eyre
and Charlotte herself.
Paul Emanuel, of whom Lucy is fond in her quiet way,
is leaving unexpectedly for Basseterre. Lucy says:^
I hs.d little sleep about this time, but when-
ever I did slumber, it followed infallibly that
I was quickly roused with a start, while the
words Basseterre" and "G-uadaloupe" , seemed
pronounced over my pillow, or ran athwart the
darkness round ana before me, in zigzag characters
of red or violet light.
1. Amy Cruse. "The G-olden Road in English Literature", p557
2. "Villette" Vol. 2 - pp. 315-316
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For what I felt there was no help, and how could
I help feeling? M. Emmanuel had been very kind to
me of late days; he has been growing hourly better
and kinder. It was nov/ a month since we had
settled the theological difference, and in all that
time there had been no quarrel. Nor had our peace
been the cold daughter of divorce; we had not lived
aloof; he had come oftener, he had talked \7ith me
more than before; he had spent hours with me, with
temper soothed, with eye content, with manner home-
like and mild. Kind subjects of conversation had
grown between us; he had inquired into my plans of
life, and I had communicated them; the school project
pleased him; he made me repeat it more than once,
though he called it an Alnaschar dream. The jar
was over; the mutual understanding was settling and
fixing; feelings of union and hope made themselves
profoundly felt in the heap't; affection and deep
esteem and dawning trust had each fastened its bonds.
The personal and passionate note that runs through
Charlotte's work is the forerunner of the modern novel, which
is the most personal of all forms of literature outside of
poetry, and the fom most suited for the interpretation of the
emotions
.
IV.
George Eliot (i.iary Ann Evans) was born in the English
midlands. The experiences of her childhood taught her the
facts about middle-class country life. She saw and understood
the characters of the village about 7/hom she later wrote. Her
first attempt at literature was a magazine article in I856.
She published in "Blackwood's Magazine" in 1357 "The Sad
Fortunes of Rev. Amos Barton". To her first group of novels
belong "Amos Barton", "Mr. Gilfil's Love-Story", "Janet's
Repentance", v;hich were published togetheir in I85S under the
title "Scenes from Clerical Life". "Adam Bede" (1359), "The
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Mill on the Floss" (i860), and "Silas Marner" (1361) complete
her first group. The second group includes "Romola" (1863),
"Felix Holt" (1866), "Middlemarch" (1872), and 'baniel Deronda"
(1876).
In her early works, George Eliot v/as in complete
sympathy with the life she depicts. She was able to place
herself on a level with her characters, and to see things as
they would see them in real life. In fact she portrayed
her characters so faithfully that the Dissenters "believed that
"Scenes from Clerical Life" was written by one of their ov/n
number. A Dissenter did enjoy cheap publicity by claiming
himself to be the author of these scenes.
"Scenes of Clerical Life" v/as highly praised by
most of the leading literary figures of the time. Dickens
had never, he declared, seen the like of the "exquisite-^
truth and delicacy both of the humour and pathos of these
stories". He thought that the author must be a woman. "if
not, no man ever before had the art of making himself like
a 7/oman since the world began."
With "Adam Bede", the author v/on the applause of the
reading public. This greatly encouraged her, and she wrote
"The Mill on the Floss" vdiich is perhaps her finest work. It
is an excellent example of the psychological novel. The love
scenes between Stephen and Maggie are classic examples of
passion without carnality. Another great excellence is a
superb insight into the nature of childhood, boy and girl.
1. Leslie Stephen, "George Eliot", p. 55
V-1
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"Romola" marks a decided change in Eliot. Up to
this time, she was a story teller \^o placed the tales in
the regions she knew thoroughly. This work was a self-conscious
one. It required considerable planned work and study. It
may also have been true that Eliot's pov/er of inventing nev/
stories was becoming worn out, and that she needed a theme
of this sort as a stimulant.
The storj' centers about a shipv/recked stranger in
Florence. He wished to sell some of the jewels intrusted to
him, and to ransom his foster-father from the Turks. He
disposed of some Jewels. Then he decided to remain where he
was, and not to look for his benefactor. From then on his
career was one of broken vows. He betrayed all, including
beautiful Romola. Two great scenes are the execution of
Savonarola, and the final confrontation of Tito by his
adoptive father.
The story is one that is difficult to read and enjoy
because it lacks spontaneity. There is a tremendous amount
of material which has been gathered by the writer, and this
vast material does not aid the picture we should retain.
Most critics believe that the offer of fifty-thousand dollars
for her work, then scarcely started, did not help the story
itself.
Her biographer Steven says:-^
Lewes advised her to accept this periodical
mode of publication, because he thought that the
book would have the advantage of being studied
1. Ibid. - p. 124-125
_=_____-
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slowly and deliberately, instead of being read
at a gallop. It is imderstood that the
experiment was not a success from the commercial
point of view« To make up in some degree for
this disappointment, she made a present to
"Cornhlll" of "brother Jacob" the short and not
very satisfactory story previously written.
Romola was not well adapted for being broken up
into fragments, and some people, it appears,
evaded Lewes' s ingenious trap. They waited
till the work came out as a v/hole, or preferred
not reading it at all to reading it "slowly".
Perhaps it was too good for an audience of
average readers. She received a great deal of
pretty encouragement "from immense big-wigs-
some of them saying that "Romola" is the finest
book they evo:* read . Some "big-wigs" were
less enthusiastic, but the more orthodox opinion
was that "Romola" was a literary masterpiece,
though full recognition of its merits was a
proof of superior taste. The success, to
whatever it amounted, had been won at a he^vy
cost. She felt at times as though she were
working under a heavy leaden weight. The
writing "ploughed into her" more than any of
her other books. She began it, she said,
as a young woman, and finished it as an old
woman.
In Eliots first works, the story holds our interest.
In the second group the problem comes first and the story
second. "Felix Holt", the first work after "Romola", is an
intermediate novel because the story is excellent, but the
problem becomes more marked.
"Middlemarch" , sometimes called Eliot's masterpiece,
was written when the author was over fifty years of age. It
was published serially between 1871 and 1872. Nearly four
years were spent in writing it, and sixty-thousand dollars was
paid for it. It is not a story, but a combination of at least
three stories - the love affairs of Dorothea and Casaubon, of
Rosamond Vincy and Lydgate, and of Mary G-arth and Fred Vincy,
1 w
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which again are interwoven with the story of Bulstrode. The
various actions get mixed together as they naturally would in
a little English town.
George Eliot deals with the marriage problem. She
uses the story as a framework to talk about life and to
illustrate by character. We feel the complexity of fate.
The tone is grave as we would expect in this tragedy of lost
ideals.
"Daniel Deronda", her final novel, lacks appeal to
many because it is overweighted with propaganda. Yet there
are redeeming features. Its spirit is broad and tolerant.
There are no finer single effects in any of Eliot's novel.
The portrayal of the heroine is exceptional.
Eliot's early works are her real contribution to
English literature. They represent the fond dwellirg upon
loftier impulses, while the later ones correspond to a longing
to find an utterance reconcilable with full acceptaixe of
scientific truth. She gives us a direct picture of the
England of her early days, and less directly a picture of its
later developments. The combination of an exquisitely
sympathetic and loving nature with a large and tolerant
intellect is manifest throughout her works. Her sympathy
with sorrow and unsatisfied longings is too deep to allow
her to become sentimental. Her pathos is powerful because it
is always at her command. This great woman believed that a
work of art must exercise an ethical influence. Thus we feel
her personality and her wide and reflective intellect in her
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stories vtille she strives fo the "betterment of mankind,
V.
A few other writers of this Victorian period were
considered very important in their day, yet they have not
held their popularity as have the really great writers of
this age.
A.
One of these is Disraeli, who was also prime
minister. It is easy to understand v/hy his political novels,
with thinly disguised characters of his day, should win the
favor that they did.
True it is that his books still have some value as
studies of that time, with its politics. They have a great
deal of wit and invention, but these stories are not true
transcripts of life such as we demand from a great artist.
That the characters do not actually live for us is probably
due to the fact that literature was the pastime rather than
the real profession of this famous politician.
"Lothair" and "Endymion" are two of the novels of his.
Of these, Burton says,-^
"There is, too, in the Lothair-Endymion kind
of literature a fatal resemblance to the older
sentimental and grandiose fiction of the
eighteenth century: an effect of plush and
padding, an atmosphere of patchouli and sachet
powder. It has the limitation that fashion
ever sets; it is ho^doir novel-writing: cabinet
literature in both the social and political sense.
As Agnes Repplier has it: "Lothair is
beloved by the female aristocracy of Great Britain;
1. R. Burton, "Masters of the English Novel" - p. 24?
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and mysterious ladies, whose lofty souls stoop
to no conventionalities, die happy with his
kisses on their lips".
B.
Charles Reade is one of the foremost in the second
rank of English novelists. This virile writer, viiose stories
are marked by a peculiarly rugged, energetic style, recognized
no barriers between the drama and the novel. He wrote to
instruct as well as to please. All his novels deal with
social questions, and usually in the controversial manner.
"Put Yourself in His Place" is a well-told, sympathetic story
of trade unions. "The ?/oman Hater" is a plea for the right
of women to vote. "Har^i Cash" is an attack on private
lunatic asylums, "Never Too Late To Mend" deals with prison
mismanagement
.
Perhaps Reade would liave fared better in the hands of
Time if he cared more for his art. Balance, restraint, and
the impersonal view were not his. He did an immense amount
of work, gathering and arrangirg facts and incidents from his
reading into huge books. With these before him, he compiled
his novels with a keen desire for truth. His melodramatic
novels are the best of their kind. In "The Cloister and the
Hearth", he perfonned the major literary feat of reconstructing
a period long past. Reade also played an important part in
the movement for recognition of the socially unfit and those
unfairly treated.
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c.
An important secondary writer who has consistently
gained ground, and who has come to be recognized as a great
artist, is Anthony Trollope, No one except Jane Austin has
surpassed him in the power of truthful portrayal, and he has
the advantage of being nearer to our age. He believed that
the way to stricter realism lay in the novelist separating
himself from his character^* This is a finn belief in modern
fiction.
Trollope was more in accord with Thackery, whom he
greatly admired but frankly criticized, than any of the other
writers of his time. He used the revived romantic device of
Thackeray, who used the same characters in different novels.
Yet Trollope produced a finer effect by taking into account
the increasing age and changing conditions of the characters.
In sentence structure, he regarded Thackeray as his model,
although Trollope has not that superb style. Yet his
sentences are simpler and more easily read.
Trollope boasted that the number of his works far
surpassed those of any writer of his time. He published over
thirty novels, most of ?;hich were three volume affairs.
Besides this he published many tales which were not novels.
He kept two or three novels going at the same time. When
one was finished, he began another on the next morning ^'d.thout
spending any time planning it. Sometimes several finished
novels were on his desk waiting for a publisher.
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His best works are "The Warden" (1855), "Barchester
Towers" (1857), "Doctor Thorne" (1858), "Framely Parsonage"
(1861), "The Small House at Allington" (1864) and "The Last
Chronicle of Barset" (1867), consistirg of thirteen volvimes
and known as "The Cathedral Stories". The scenes of the
series are laid in the cathedral town of Barchester, while the
characters are the clergy and their families, country doctors,
and the gentry. Up to this time cathedral life had been merely
incidental in English fiction. Thus Trollope widened the
field of the novel by discovering a new theme.
VI.
George Meredith, born in Portsmouth in 1823, was the
son of a tailor. The chief business of the father was the
fitting out of naval officers with their uniforms. The son
must have known and met most of the important seamen of the
day. G-eorge's mother died when he v/as five year^ old, and tvm
aimts had most to do with his bringing up. At the age of ninejj
the boy v;as sent to Saint Paul's school at Southsea, where he
stayed for four years. At the age of fourteen, he went to a
rather remarkable school, kept by the Moravian brothers, in
Germany. After two years there, George returned to England
to v/ork Tdth his father.
Since the young man hated the tailor shop, he was
apprenticed to a solicitor. Through him, George met Thomas
Love Peacock, the novelist. He, Peacock, and a few others
produced each month a manuscript which they called "The Monthly
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Observer". One of the contributors was Mary Nicolls, the
widoT/ed daughter of Peacock. George gave up law, and deter-
mined to earn his living as a writer. The articles and poems
which he wrote for monthly magazines furnished only a scant
living for the happy couple.
Although he lived until 1909, Meredith published
a work of fiction "The Shaving of Shagpat" before George Eliot'
started in that field. His first regular novel, "The Ordeal
of Richard Ferrerel" appeared in the same year as "Adam Bede".
Twelve novels, not counting tales have follov;ed: "Eva Harring-j
ton" (1361); "Emelia in England" (1864); "Rhoda Fleming"
(1865); "Vittoria" (1867); "Harry Richmond" (1871); "Beau-
champ's Career" (1876); "The Egoists"( 1879) ; "The Tragic
Comedians" (1880); 'biana of the Crossways" (1835); "One of our'
Conquerers" (1890); "Lord Ormont and his Aminta" (1894);
"The Amazing Marriage" (1895).
Meredith is hard to classify because he is a sort of
synthesis of the realistic and poetic-philosopher interpretation.
According to Cross
From the first, George Meredith has been a
psychologist. Thus he writes when well on in
'Richard Ferverel": "At present, I am aware, an
audience impatient for blood and glory scorns
||
the stress I am putting on incidents so minute,
a picture so little imposing. An audience will
come to Ttiom it will be given to see the elementary
|j
machinery at work; who, as it were, from some slight
hint of the straws, will feel the v/inds of March
TR^en they do not blow." From tliis passage v/ill
be seen how like to George Eliot's conception of
the novel is Meredith's; only his is subtler
1. Cross, "Development of the English Novel", pp. 252-253 !
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than hers, for she never asks us to feel the
winds of March when they do not blow. Both
deal primarily with the Invisible life, the
events of v/hich they would "render as consequent
to your understanding as a piece of logic, through
an exposure of character". Both have tiieir
"memorable crises* - the expression is Meredith's
as well as George. Eliot' s; in both is the energiz-
ing of the scientific spirit in literature.
During the forty years between Meredith's first and
last works, many marked cbariges have occurred in the novel.
Despite this, Meredith's navels do not reflect the changing
styles of the times. In his last three novels there is a
slight difference. In these, the revolt against conventions
is more pronounced.
Although born in England, Meredith was educated in
Gerrnany. It was probably there that he acquired his cumbersome
style. He wrote with the utmost difficulty. His style is not
spontaneous. He does not speak directly, and frequently writes
perplexirg sentences. He is a fine phrase builder, and
evideiitly thinks his phrases are much better than they are.
Even to his audience, which for a long time was small, Meredith
was confusing. J. A. Hammerton writes,^
"Perhaps the most searching examination of Meredith's
style is to be found in J. M. Robertson's study in 'Preciosity'
in the 'Yellov; Book', April 1397, where he writes, 'There can
be no dispute, I think, over the judgment that Mr, Meredith's
1
style is the most pronounced outbreak of preciosity in modern
,
English literature Hardly once, so far as I have read,
do we find an important s- ntence really well written; never a
I
paragraph; for the perpetual^ grlmace_pf expression. twi3tlng__
_
1. J. A. Hammerton, "George Meredith", p. 183
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the face of speech into every shape but those of beauty and
repose is in no sense acimirable. Simple statements, normal
reflections, are packed into ttie semblance of inspired fancies
and brilliant aphorisms."
Meredith was impressed Tvitli the selfishness of the
average male being. In his two most widely discussed novels
he bririgs this out strongly. In "The Ordeal of Richard
Feverel", claimed by many of his admirers as his greatest novel,
the heroine is illogicaly killed to emphasize the text. In
the "Egoist" we have a powerful analysis of this defect. The
most cruel moment for the hero comes ^en doubt of his own
perfection crosses his brain.
The heroines of Meredith are a new type. Up to this
time the heroine was a lady of chivalry, or a rogue such as
Thackeray took, or someone to be laughed at. A few authors,
especially the three great women novelists before Meredith
had broken away from these types. Meredith, hov/ever, breaks
completely away. His heroir.es are neither rogues nor flawless
beings. They are healthy, beautiful women with brains. He
surrounds them with no halo, he wraps them in no mystery. He
approaches them as he approaches man, and lays the strength and
the weakness open before us.
V/hether Meredith is accepted in the course of time as
a great novelist remains to be seen. His admirers praise him
highly, while others condemn him severely. Yet both groups
(
agree that his was one of the keenest minds ever given to a writer.
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Thomas Hardy, who died in 1928, was recognized after
i
the death of Swinburne and Meredith, as the outstanding writer
of the day. Modern critics place Hardy as the last of an old]
line rather than the forerunner of a new line. The structure
of his novels shoves a clarification of the Victorian technique
i
The shapelessness of Thackeray and Dickens is cut down and
moulded into symmetry and order. The innovations of Henry
James and Conrad are not found In Hardy's books. His art
belongs to the earlier, the Victorian, period.
Trained as an architect, Hardy noticed the lack of
attention to matters of craftmanship as compared to matters
of content in the novel. His novels, as we would naturally (
expect, pay much attention to the development of plot. He
remarks,-'- "To a masterpiece in story there appertains a
beauty of shape, no less than to a masterpiece in pictoral
or plastic art." The growth of the story proceeds gradually;
the interest rises toward the center; and there is an equally
gradual subsidence of emotional tensity at the close.
While practising the profession of architecture,
Hardy began his first novel, "The Poor Man and the Lady", whidi
he submitted to the publishers in 1871. Hardy in later
years described this story as an incoherent production full
of revolutionary and anti-social theories. A well-known
anecdote is that George Meredith, reader for the publishing
house of Chapman and Hall, granted Hardy a personal interview,
and advised him to withdraw the book.
1. Samuel Chew. "Thomas Hardy", p. 90
i
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"Desperate Remedies" was published anonymously in
1871 by the firm of Tinsley Brothers. Hardy himself had to
finance this publication, and he advanced seventy- five pounds
for that purpose. The book is immature. Yet it does show the
author's ability to weave a highly complicated plot Ytiich is
well developed.
Fourteen novels follow. Ten of these are vrorks of
genius, A few of these, like "The Return of the Native", "Far
From the Maddenirg Crowd", and "Tess of the d' Urbervilles" are
established classics in literature. The first of these,
published in 18?^, definitely established Hardy's place in
literature, and quickly won for him that public approval wfcich
Meredith was so slow to gain.
The novel which, in the opinion of his critics, is
his most nearly perfect work of art as well as his most profound
study of human nature is "The Return of the Native", This
story, published in 1878, was not so well received as some of
Hardy's earlier works. The situation presented is that of "Far
From the Maddening Crowd" with certain variations: a love ^
entanglement between three men and two women. Two persons,
Eustacia and Y/ildeve, are at odds with life and in violent war
witli the conditions among which they are placed. A second
;
pair, Thomasin and Venn, are in harmony with their environment.
I;
The first pair meet with destruction, in contrast to the serene
I content awarded those who suMit themselves to circumstances.
There is a greater emphasis upon the power of environment over
TT
•
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the fortunes of humanity,
jj
Thomasin' s aunt visits Y/ildeve to see vhy the planned
marriage has not taken place. Thomasin asks for a few minutes
alone with him.^
As soon as they were alone, and the door closed,
Thomasin said, turning up her pale, tearful face
to him, "It is killing me, this DamonI I did
not mean to part from you at Anglebury this
morning; but I was frightened, and hardly knew
what I said. I've not let aunt know how much
I have suffered to-day; and it is so hard to
command my face and voice, and to smile as if it
were a sli^t thing to me; but I try to do so,
that she may not be still more indignant v/ith you*
I knoT/ you could not help it, dear, whatever
aunt may think."
"She is very unpleasant."
"Yes," Thomasin murmered, "and I suppose I seem
so now.... Damon, wha,t do you mean to do about me?"
"Do about you?"
"Yes. Those v/ho don't like you whisper things
which at moments make me doubt you. We mean to
marry, I suppose, don't we?"
"Of course we do. l;7e have only to go to
Budmoutli on Monday, and we may marry at once."
"Then do let us gol - 0 Damon, what you make me
sayi" She hid her face in her handkerchief.
"Here I am asking you to marry me; when by rights
you ought to be on your knees imploring me, your
cruel mistress, not to refuse you, and saying it
would break your heart if I did. I used to think
it would be pretty and sweet like that; but how
different!
"
"Yes, real life is never at all like that."
"But I don't care personally if it never takes
place," she added with a little dignity; "no, I
can live without you. It is aunt I think of.
She is so p?oud, and thinks so much of her family
respectability, that she would be cut down 7&.th
mortification if this story should get abroad
before - it is done. My cousin Clym, too, will
be much wounded,"
"Then he will be very unreasonable. In fact,
you all are rather unreasonable."
Thomasin coloured a little, and not with love.
But v/hatever the momenta^ry feeling viiich caused
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that flush in her, it went as it came, and she
humbly said, "l never meant to be, if I can help
it. I merely feel that you have my aunt to some
extent in your pov/er at last."
"As a matter of justice it is almost due to me,"
said 7/ildeve. "Think v/hat I have gone through' to WlTi her
consent; the insult that is to any man to have the
banns forbidden; the double insult to a man lucky
enou£:h to be cursed with sensitiv.^ness , and blue
demons, and Heaven knov/s what, as I am. I can never
forget those banns. A harsher man would rejoice now
in the power I have of turning UDon your aunt by
going no further in the business".
She looked wistfully at him with her sorrowful
eyes as he said these words, and her aspect shov/ed
that more than one person in the room could deplore
the possession of sensitiveness. Seeing that she
was really suffering he seemed disturbed and added,
"This is merely a reflection, you know. I have
not the least intention to refuse to complete the
marriage, Tamsie mine- I could not bear it".
The rural setting of the novels, while restricting
the range of subject and character, confirms the unity of effect.
It gives a sense of detachment and separatior. that makes each
novel seem complete in itself and unlike the imaginary scenes
of many other writers whose novels seem mere fragments of a
larger v/orld. Even though the stage is small, and the
characters are commonplace, yet the tremendousness of human
fate is constantly disclosed in Hardy's own remarkable way.
The remoteness and self-sufficiency of this author remove
him far from the other realists.
A remarkable quality equalled by no other English
novelist was Hardy's ability to read into a series of
happenings to a group of unimportant people in a remote district
a universal application, a suggestion of the inescapable one-
ness that enfolds all human affairs.
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SUMIIARY
Jane Austen's realism, as the outstanding literary
fom of the early nineteenth centiiry, had been interrupted by
the historic romance of Sir Walter Scott. Through his
influence a new form was accepted, hut it could not long hold
sway after that famous Scotcliman ceased to write. Shortly
after Scott's death, another great author appeare^i who turned
the novel away from the popular romance baCk to the field of
realism.
In Dicken' s youth, social conditions in EJngland were
far from satisfactory. Prison terms wer^ imposed for slight
offences, and the Jails wer© a disgrac® to the public. Machin-
ery in the textile industry, and the long working hours of women
and children led to the formation of trade unions, which were
supressed by Parliament. While influentual men fought to
better the poor man's manner of life, the injustices were
present for a powerful writer to pictiire v/ith sympathy.
The one who turned his spotlight on the downtrodden
was Charles Dickens. The immediate sucoess of "Oliver Twist"
paved the way for other stories of a similar nature, so that
the author might take the side of the inmate of the prison and
the workhouse, or any one to whom the chance of a decent life was
denied. The scenes took place in the slums of London, well
known to the young reporter. ^is novels made Dickens the
champion of the oppressed as he aroused the public by presenting
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conditions as he saw them. He went beyond the bounds of actua],
conditions in many of his v^orks, but that aided him in drawing
a sharper picture that he might awaken the readers' conscience
more quickly.
The response of the public to his works was decisive,
for the people grasped the truths v/hich were magnified by
Dickens' satire. The audience evidently did not dislike the
constant calling for tears, for the characters seemed to live
and suffer, so truthfully were they drawn. The popularity of
the heroes showed the type of literature the public desired,
and the novel was now on the path to realism,
Dickens wrote about the poor because he knew them and
had seen them in the streets of London. Thackeray, too, told
of the class he was familiar with, but it was the socially
superior group about whom he wrote. Dickens wished \jts to
pity and better the unfortunates he saw, while Thackeray merely
held his characters before his readers to allow them to see what
was actually going on in the fashionable set. He wished to stop the
sentimentalism of the novel because he believed it interfered
with realism.
"Vanity Fair" gav© the readers something different
from the historical novels v/hich were still being published
in large number. The writer assvimed the role of shovman and
placed in his book persons of various mould as he had observed
them in life. Tv/o of the more pleasing characters Amelia
and Dobbin, taken from the middle class of Russell Square*
r
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Becky Sharp appears to show that all women are not honest,
and that members of the gentler sex may be as great rogues as
can be found. Lord Steyne and Sir Pitt Crawley, despite their|
titles and wealth, do nothing to gain the reader's respect,
while Joseph Sedley, by his cowardice, and George Osborne,
whose call to baftJe and subsequent death keep him from
deserting his wife, make us detest their class. The people
of the story spend their life doing things that do not matter,
buying tinsel at the booths of vanity fair, and in the end they
possess nothing worth having.
The character's are purposely overdrawn in order to
make a stronger impression on the reader of the false gayety
of that type of life. '.7hile the story is probably not an
exact transcript of the ways of the middle class, many of the
underlying motives and actions, which the author stops to
interpret, are real although they are naturally satirized in a
story of this type. The other side of life is presented for
our inspection, and we view the kind who almost worship rank anE
title. They live beyond their means, never troubling themselves
how the bills will be paid, nor intending to work in order to
earn the money to settle accounts. All of the upper middle
class did not pass such a life, jiet there is hardly a doubt that|
the author really knew such people as he portrayed.
Thackeray, whose works are so close to life, gave i]
"Vanity Fair" his conception of the novel. It must present
people and events Just as they appear in actual life, and if
the ones we study do mean things in life, let the story contain
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these accounts. If women are not all noble creatures, describe
the life of one who places money and rank above love §,nd virtue
The cardinal principle is that reality must exist, and the
characters must not be drawn from the author's imagination, but
must be founded on actual living people.
By his works such as "Vanity Fair", Thackeray became
the leadeJ^ of a long line of realists. His ridicule and
creative work led his followers away from the false sentiment
and exaggeration of the reformers, who still painted their own
pictures to gain their desired end. Thackeray again placed the
novel back in the path of realism, where it remained for many
years
.
One of Thackeray's enthusiastic admirers was Charlotte
Bronte, whose works he was among the first to praise. Althoug!
there are unquestionable qualities of realism in "Jane Eyre",
it is also romantic, sentimental, and melodramatic. Some of
the romanticism is, no doubt, due to the demands to the
publishers, who rejected her first book because they considered
it too commonplace, for her aim in life was to penetrate the
real truth.
Jane Eyre, the heroine of the story bearing the same
name, was a new type. She is not the usual handsome lady of the
story, but one who is as plain and small as the author, and
her chief Interest lies in her character. The situations are
not new, but the way they are managed is a novelty. The
girl's fiery spirit and her love of truth do not serve to
jaake life easier at her aunt's home or at the charity school
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which she attends. Jane Eyre becomes the champion of women
in their fight for liberty, and she eloquently pleads for
justice as she criticizes the social structure of her day.
Charlotte Bronte was a realist in recording the
feelings of her heroine, although the realism of the story is
blended with romanticism. Her descriptions of outside things
are not always true to life because of her narrow vision, due
to an incomplete knowledge mingled with prejudice. That inneij
study she makes, containing the personal and passionate note,
blazes the path for the novel of today, which has become the
most personal form of literature outside of poetry*
V/hile Charlotte Bronte's fame rests mainly on one of
her works, G-eorge Eliot is f onous for many excellent novels.
In her earlier novels such as "Adam 3ede" and "The Mill on the
Floss" the author was able to place herself on the same level
as her characters,- and see things as they did because she spent
her girlhood among them, and knew these people intimately. So
clear a picture of actual happenings is "Scenes from Clerical
Life" that a Dissenter gained brief fame by claiming that he
wrote the story about his own group. She seems to put herself
right into the character she portrayed, and present the living
people as she has seen them.
In two of her second group of novels, George Eliot
was forced to go for material away from the country places she
knew. For "Romola", she visited Florence and read everything
she could find about its art and history of the fifteenth
century. "Daniel Deronda" has its opening Injbhe Continent^
_
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and many of the scenes are the result of special preparation
and study. The result is a loss of interest in commonplace me^
and manners, for now she concentrates on mental and moral facts
and creates her characters to illustrate her psychological
insight.
Althoiigh her earlier and later works are different,
realism abounds throughout. The first group holds our interebt
because of the story itself, while in the second the problem
becomes marked. Yet in all her works, the characters are
alive and she presents to us real men and women as she has
seen them or as she has found them by a faithful study of the
time and place she depicts. Such a realist who sympathized
deeply with sorrow and unsatisfied longings could not be
sentimental nor could she allow her pathos to pass from her
command. Her personality and wide intellect are in her storiels
while, by presenting real people and their problems, she striveis
to better mankind.
A few other writers appeared in their time as important
as some of the really great authors of the period, but time has
shown that most of them are relatively unimportant because thei
works have not the true picture of life which the permanently
famous authors have in their stories. Disraeli, by his
political novels, furnished an interest^i^ study of that ever
popiilar game of politics, but the true transcripts of life are
lacking. Reade might have been a grea't name in literature,
but he lacked art as v^e now understand it, and he is an intense
partisan as he tells of the socially unfit and the unfairly
f
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treated. Trollope, the best of this group, entered a new flelj^
when he wrote of cathedral life, vshich had been incidental up
to this time. '/Thile he created his characters* ^® built them
with a splendidly reasoned conception of how they must act in
real life, and the picture he drew has been faithful, so well
did the author know human beings. Although Disraeli and Reade
are losing ground, Trollope is constantly gaining, for we are
now able to see him as the pioneer who was followed by a large
group of secondary realistic novelists v;ho imitated his method.
Although George Meredith comes near the end of this
group, his first work of fiction appeared before that of George
Eliot. Her immediate popularity was not experienced by
Meredith, for he had to wait many years for public approval,
and then he was not universally popular, since even his admirer^,
were often at a loss to comprehend his mea^l^* I't did not
seem to disturb Meredith, however, for the forty years'
difference between his first and last novels shows very little
change in the type of book he wrote.
Always a realist, Meredith warred with the sentiment-
alism that he did not consider genuine bec^-use it did not come
from the heart* Unsound feeling and self-imposed misery are
ridiculed by him, for they are disarreeable • Proper use of
the senses he demands, and the regulation of the feelings by
the brain. His healthy women are not bound by the sentiment
arising from the conventions of society which do not fit
their nee^^s, but they consider the practical side, and if a
greater freedom is deemed necegRfl.ry, he allows it*
•
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The realism which undertook a transcription of
manners was not the ideal of Meredith, for he looked upon it
as gaining nothing. His method was to take particular truths
and show how they rise to general truths of human consciousness
and conduct. As a philosopher, his realism led him to mingle
with society, and present artistically the maladies he detected
so that we might see what we are. So vividly has be done this
and made us see our own weaknesses in his books that he will
always appeal to us as a great realist, and one who ref^-ised
to give up his literary ideals even when for a time realism
went out of fashion.
Thomas HardJ is a name which seems constantly linked
with that of George Meredith, even though their literary
styles show a totally unlikeness. The former is recognized
I
as a master of style, and his structure is the finest in the
English language. The likeness of the two is intellectual,
for both held the same viev/s about religion, and considered
men and women from the pagan standpoint.
Hardy's characters were taken from southwestern
England because he was able to show them best against a primitive
background. Cert^-i^^ elemental truths about men and women migh1
be Seen more clearly there whereas they might b© lost sight
of in a larger place. This setting is not bac^^ground in the
usual sense, but is a powerful influence on the fate of the
characters, and its use as such is one of the features of his
novels.
f
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His remarkable quality, equalled by no other English
novelist, was his ability to relate the happenings of a group
of unimportant people, and read into these events a universal
application, suggesting the tremendousness of human fate and the
inescapable one-ness that enfolds all human affairs. This
remoteness and self-sufficiency remove Hardy far from the other
realists, and make him a strong influence on the novel of the
tv/entieth century in content, scope, and choice of subject.
c
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THE ROMANTIC REVIVAL
I.
Realism had such a powerful grip upon the English
novel at the death of George Eliot in 1830 that it appeared
to be the only possible form of literature for many, many
years to come. The great names of literature, Dickens,
Thackeray, Eliot, Trollope and Reade were professional realists.
Newcomers such as Hardy, Hov/ell, and James were following the
trend. Only this fonn was popular, while romance was in such
great disfavor that it evidently could not again regain
popularity. Even Steve son felt this to be so. Brander Matthews
writes , "^"V/hen Robert Louis Stevenson wrote his 'Notes on Realism
and declared that 'the historical novel is dead' , he did not
think he would live to be the author of 'Master of Ballantrae'
With such a grip as this, the realistfi became
overconfident. They were handing out plotless stories about
afternoon teas, or tales with overemphasis on flesh. The public
was sick of such stuff, and was ready for an exciting novel
like "Treasure Island".
Stevenson did not publish this book until 1833,
although he started it in 1351. YHiile working on it he writes;
I am now on another lay for the moment .... see
here, "The Sea Cook, or Treasure; a Story for Boys".
If this don't fetch the kids, why, they have gone
rotten since my day. V/ill you be surprised to
learn that it is about Buccaneers, that it begins
in the Admiral Benbow public-house on Devon coast,
that it's all about a map, and a treasure, and a
2 A. R. Mari)ie "A Study of the I.Iodern Novel"., p. 3
Phelps, "Advance of the Enp-.lish i.ovel", pp. 136-137
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mutiny, and a derelict ship, and a current, ... .and
a doctor, and another doctor, and a sea-cook with one
leg, and a sea- song with the chorus "Yo-ho-ho and
a bottle of rum" (at the third Ho you heave at the
capstan bars) , which is a real buccaneer' s song,
only known to the crev/ of the late Captain Flint....
That's the kind of a man I am, blast your eyes
And now look he re-this is the next day-and three
chapters are written. .. .It' s quite silly and
horrid fun, and what I write is the "best" book
about the Buccaneers that can be had... a chapter
a day I mean to do; they are short; and perhaps
in a month the " Sea-Cook" may to Routledge go,
yo-yo-ho and a bottle of rumi...,No women in
the story, Lloyd's orders; and who so blithe to
obey? It's awful fun, boy's stories; you just
indulge the pleasure of your heart, that's all; no
trouble, no strain. ...0 sv/eet, 0 generous, 0 human
toils 1 You would like my blind Beggar in Chapter
III, I believe; no writing, Just drive along as
the words come and the pen will scratchi
This first novel of Stevenson's is his best because
he wrote not only to please himself, but also to see if he
could again stimulate public interest in romance. Other works
of his are excellent, and if the "Weir of Hermistan" had been
completed before his untimely death, it might have surpassed
the pirate story.
In the first person was this story told, jjet the chief
difficulty of that method of narration was avoided by the author
The speaker is not one of the principal characters in the
story, although he shares in the most thrilling adventures.
We thus have the advantap^e^ direct discourse without a hint
as to the fate of the leaders. The boy, Jim Hawkins, tells of
the romantic adventures as he views them, and enables us to see how
these happenings strengthen his courage and self-reliance.
Characters are most unusual when we consider the
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ordinary hero of this type of story as one who overcomes all
difficulties by his marvelous physical abilities. To create
the same book two such men as the blind old Pew whom able-
bodied individuals fear because of his wickedness, and the
villainous John Silver with a missing leg is a considerable
achievement. That Stevenson admired his creation of Silver,
with all the latter' s treachery and lack of pity, is shovm
by the author's refusal to kill the villain.
The stories of Stevenson are admirable also because
they present thrilling events v/ith g. delicate skill in language
Even so great a romanticist as Scott was not gifted with both
qualities, and his inferior literary style places his v/orks
below those of Stevenson in merit. The author of "Treasure
Island" showed that even stories of such an adventurous nature
gain by attention to style, delighting t^iose who demand action,
and also the ones v/ho must be treated with rhetorical perfectio|i
in order to enjoy any story fully.
One thing in which Stevenson did not excel was his
portrayal of women. Perhaps the presence of a girl might
have ruined "Treasure Island", as it would have caused considerf
able change in a tale of gold and murder. A knowledge of the
authors life assures us that is reserve on matters of sex was
due to his delicacy. Since a man of his type could not wish
to represent the animal impulse with the same vivid reality he
pictured avarice, courage, and pride, so the best solution was
to leave women out of his books as much as possible.
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The frail Scot, who wrote many famous novels in less
than a dozen yeaps, was taken from this world in 189^^ at the
age of forty-four. Had he lived, he undoubtedly would have ke
the romance at a high pitch for many more years than it
lasted; for the man who alone was able to start such a
revival in the face of almost impossible odds surely v/ould
have been a greater force if his span of life were longer.
)t
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II.
In 1894, the year of Stevenson's death, many excell-
ent novels were produced. Many of these were romances,
showing hov/ popular taste had been changed in a short time
by Stevenson. Many novelists adopted this style for their
first works. Some novelists of established reputation
changed over to this nev^er mode. Hardy and Meredith did not
change, but they stopped writing. James and Howells in
America did not change, but tliey wrote nothing of high value
for their even smaller number of readers. Mr. James in 1898,
howerer, turned out one of the most remarkable ghost stories
ever written, "The Turn of the Screw".
One of those who changed is Stanley Weyman, whose
first novel, "The Nev/ Rector", was one of realism. The effortj
was poorly received. He then wrote, "The House of the Wolf",
"a Gentleman of France", and "Under the Red Robe". As a result,
he found himself one of the most famous men in the v/orld. He
kept on writin- many popular novels for about fifteen years,
when the romantic movement fell off. He then stopped writing
Conan Doyle, with "l.Iicah Clarke" and "The ^^Ihite
Company" got started in the late eighties. His novels were
more widely read, hov/ever, in the late nineties when they
v/ere more in fashion.
America too felt the force of this romantic swing.
Historical romances became exceedingly popular. Scores of
books which were poor in historical foundation and crude in
_
style enjoyed huge sales simply because they were the fashion
f
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of the day.
Y/inston Churchill, now a popular realist in America,
began his career when the romance held its sway. Knowing
what the public wanted, Churchill wrote an exciting historical
romance, "Richard Carvel", which was eagerly read by the public
When romanticism subsided, it was deserted by Churchill, who
became a realist.
At the end of the century "To Have and to Hold", by
Mary Johnston, enjoyed great popularity but did not retain it.
Coming at the climax of the romantic movement, the story passed
quickly out of style . Tarkington' s "Monsieur Beaucaire"
still lives, even though the movement has passed.
Excellent translations from Polish to English of
Henryk Sienkiewicz ' s vrarks appeared in America in the early
nineties. "Quo Vadis" was printed in Boston in 1896, appearing
in English three months before the original was printed in
V/arsaw. His works were in keen demand by the public. Yet
his works after 1906, excellent as they are, drew almost no
attention when we comps.re their popularity to the earlier works
Stevenson and Sienkiewicz are the only ones of the
romantic school whose works are valuable. Yet the movement
was valuable because it came as a gust of fresh air whemi realism
was showing signs of an unhealthy atmosphere. This movement
rescued the novel from a point of darger, and gave new life to
a weakening situation.
(.
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SUMMARY
To Stevenson must be given the entire credit for the
revival of romance, for it was through his works entirely that Ijfhe
revival started and gained its momentum. Realism, proudly
displaying the great names of past and present when "Treasure
Island" v/as published, seemed the only possible form of the nov^l.
The fact remains, however, that the story of the search for
treasure started a movement which did not end until about
fifteen years after Stevenson's death.
The power of Stevenson, aside from his delightful
style, is his blending of realism with romance. No longer is
it possible to attempt effective lying in place of facts, for
Stevenson has shown that successf"ul romanticism must tell
the truth. Even thoiagh the characters ^nd their exciting
adventures hold our interest, the author does not slight other
important elements, and he gives an accurate photograph of
all he sees, not even permitting himself to slight a landscape.
Although a romanticist, Stevenson did not consider
love as the primary cause of adventure, and in "Treasure Island'
and "Dr. Jekyll and Hyde", there is no love-making at all. Y/h^t
the author wished to do ms to awaken interest in adventure for
its own sake, and in this he succeeded remarkably. In many of
the stories there are women, some of v/hom we cannot forget, but
the writer v^as perhaps a gentleman who regarde'^- v/omanhood too
highly to tell of them in the same way that he relates his
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exciting adventures. The gentlemen, in spite of their dangers
always escape as easily as possible, while many minor character
with whom we do not sympathize come to grief,
Stevenson alone, by his powerful works, not only
thrilled old and young, but made romance of a newer type
popular. Nearly all the new v/riters like Conan Doyle, Winston
Churchill, and Mary Johnston accepted the present mode and
presented stories that were widely read. Older authors like
Stanley Y/ejrman, who started at an earlier date and naturally
clothed their works' in realism, were forced to accept the
methods of romance if their works were to obtain a wide reading
circle, so necessary ^or financial gain, Sienkiewicz v/lth
his classics attained extraordinary success, but it became
less and less after 1906, for even so great an author as he
could not keep aloft the romance after its reviver, Stevenson,
had bee^ taken too soon by death.
cc
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THE AMERICAN CONTRIBUTION
I.
The American contribution, except for that which
developed in the Romantic Revival, up to the contemporary
novel is considered here as a unit in order to trace more
clearly the evolution of the novel in this country.
A.
The first American writer to obtain universal
recognition abroad was Washington Irving, our first true
literary artist, THiile not a novelist, Irving is included
here because of his contribution to the development of the
novel.
Born in New York City in 1783, Irving had a happy
"boyhood, rambling all over the city and nearby woods, idling
about the busy wharves, making occasional trips up the Hudson,
and roaming over the neighboring Catskills. He listened to
the tales of old Dutch landlords and gossipy old Dutch wives.*
He took several long joiirneys into the Hudson hill country
collecting legends and nature pictures which he has so skill-
fully preserved in "Rip Van Winkle" and "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow".
In both of these sketches, Irving has told the story
of people and places in his own state of New York, whose mountai
and farms are a necessary part of his stories. Rip Van Winkle
sleeps in those hills which the author reminds us in his opening
[ns
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sentence we must remember if we have made a voyage up the
Hudson. The trials of Ichabod Crane become meaningless if we try
to separate them from the traditions of the Dutch settlers, or
the rustic delights of Sleepy Hollow. The geography and
atmosphere of that little village permit us to enjoy a story
that happens not in distant lands, but in one of our 07m
communities.
The use of promising native material by Irving
showed that it w^s not necessary to go outside of America, and
that sufficient interest in persons and places could be found iji
any spot. The familiar scenes of the Hudson na.turally directetl
the attention of later writers to the regions of America with
which they were familiar. Irving' s excellent works also
served as models for future authors to study so that they might,
improve their style.
Our first notable writer of fiction, James Fenimore
Cooper, was born in Burlington, Nev; Jersey, but moved at an
early age to central New York. In the frontier of civilization
of that day, Cooper grew to knov/ the privations, dangers and
horrors of frontier life, and this gave the remarkable touch of
reality to the stories which he wrote in later life.
In IS06, upon leaving Yale by request in his junior
year. Cooper became an apprentice seaman on a merchant ship.
A year later he obtained a commission in the American navy,
serving, for three years on the Atlantic and the C-reat Lakes.
•
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In 1809 he in command of the gunboats on Lake Champlain.
Cooper resigned from the navy in 1811, but his experiences
on shipboard gave him material for a few of the most admirable
sea tales ever written.
Cooper, who married when he left the navy, had no
intention of writing. V/hile reading an English novel, he
remarked that he could write a better story himself. Acting
on his wife's suggestion to try writing a better one, he
published in 1820 "Precaution", a story which pleased some of
his ftiends. Thus encouraged, Cooper published in 1821 "The
Spy", an account of a patriot spy during the war. The sto]:y, •viivid,
impressive, and full of local color, was a huge and immediate
success at home and abroad.
"The Last of the Mohicans", known to eve^y schoolboy,
is another of the famous Leather Stocking Tales in liihich we have
Hawkeye, that original character of the series who now appears
in his prime. The adventures center around Heyward, the sister'fe,
and their guides on the perilous Journey to Fort William Henry,
and the pursuit of Le Renard Subtil and his captives after the
massacr®' Interest along the chase is furnished by the wood-
craft of Hawkeye and the Indians, whom Cooper idealizes as much
^s possible in a story of this sort.
This novel is typical of the author's other famous
works, and although faults of style may be found, the story
is told in such a way that it appears real. Descriptions of
forest, storms, and fights are superb, for Cooper had spent his ^ife
j^n the midst of these pictures. There are many eyr.ltinK
f
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adv^^'t'^^^s ; and once a chase starts we are held in suspense
imtil it is over.
Cooper's remarkable achievement was his rise of the
unused resources of America to produce a long series of
adventure stories, taking a pioneer as his hero and illustratinp
the western life of settlement in his career* Through him our
forests, lakes, and prairies were a<ided to the novel, while his
Indians have become internationally famous. The frontiersman,
endowed with American ideals of justice, Is the most typical
figure in the novel of Cooper's age, and was create^, him.
Not only was his creative genius a benefit to America,
but to other nations as well. Cooper is one of the very few
authors whose works are improved by translation, for the march
of events and exciting situations are retained without the
author's careless style. In that romantic mood of expression,
so v/idespread during the first hs-lf of the nineteenth century,
he was influential ev®i^ outside his ov/n land.
C.
Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804-1864), born in Salem, graduated
from Bowdoin College in 1825, and spent the next ten years
life in seclusion at his home, where studied hard and wrote
|
a great deal. The work upon ^ich Hawthorne's great reputation
rests is "The Scarlet Letter", a novel dealing with sin and its
effects on the soul, the workings of conscience, and the problems
of repentance and atonement. The story centers about Hester
Prynne , the young minister, Arthur Dimmesdale and the child
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Pearl, while Puritan bigotry and persecution affo2?d an effective
and appropriate "background. The qIu of that well knovm story is
the minister's cowardice in refusing to acknowledge his 07/n
child, and Chillingworth' s revengeful determination to discover
Pearl's father, and then to torture the father's soul. Hester'fc
sin is hardly oresented as a sin at all, as her love of Pearl
and self-forgetting pity for Dirmesdale strengthen Hester's soul|
When the father learns the truth about Chillingworth, both the
young minister and Heg^^r see their love as something not to be
regretted. The doctor, who admitted! the v/rong he did Hester
was as great as hers, did not expect the minister to declare
himself before the public, during which act the young man died.
The story is excellent in construction and fom, while
the style is exceptional in delicacy and beauty. The plot is
original, for Hav/thorne did not depend on earlier English back-
ground or models, as many of the early American writers did.
The theme is highly human, and is treate^i with extreme simplicity,
while the tone is elevated, in spite of elements which could be
treated in an opposite manner. The Puritan setting allowed the
Ahthor the atmosphere needed in effectively treating this story
of conscience and character.
Due to the nature of Hawthorne's themes, the movement
is slow, yet full of significance, and in accord with the
particular motive. Even though he seems unsensational, he
possessed a marked dramatic power. The overwhelming grip and
scenic value of his unravelings of plot are remarkable. The
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Scaffold scene in "The Scarlet Letter" and the awful picture
in "The House of The Seyen Gables" where the Judge sits dead inj
his chair and the minutes are ticked off a seemingly sentient
clock are examples. Such scenes are never thrown in, but are
led up to that point by everything that has gone before,
Hawthorne was y/eak in humor, and most of the time he
instinctively avoided it. Yet his remarkable choice of words
In making beautiful phrases and passages, along with the gift
which even a fev/ of the great authors possess, that of subject-
ing the parts to the whole v/ith the end always in view, helps
make this literary artist a master of romance.
II.
Henry James (1843-1916, born in New York City, was
educated largely under the supervision of his father, and was
a student at Harvard Lav/ School in the sixties. From 1869 he
resided chiefly in Europe, and finally he deserted America
completely for England. He represented in American literature
the longing for the European background, for to him aristocrati
surroundings were a necessity.
Michand quotes from James;-'-
The flower of art blooms only where the soil is
deep.... It takes a great deal of history to produce
a little literature ... .it needs a complex social
machinery to set a writer in motion One might
enumerate the items of high civilization, as it
exists in other countries, v^hichare absent from the
texture of American life, until it should v/onder
fhat is left. No state in the European sense of
he word, and indeed, barely a specific national
name. No sovereign, no court, no personal loyalty,
1. R. Mlchaud. "The American Novel To-Day" « pp.47-48
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no aristocracy, no church, no clergy, no army, no
diplomatic service, no country gentlemen, no palaces,
no castles, no manors, nor old-country houses, nor
parsonages, nor thatched cottages, nor ivied ruins;
no cathedrals, nor abbeys, nor little Norman churches
no great Universities nor public schools - no Oxford,
nor Eton, nor Harrow; no literature, no novels, no
museums, no pictures, no political societies, no
sporting class - no Epsom nor Ascotl
One of the most popular of Henry James' books, although
not his greatest, is "Daisy Miller". The plot is simple, and
there are no exciting incidents to disturb the reader. The
heroine, a daughter of a rich man, is from the state of New
York, and is making a tour of Europe v/ith her mother and nine-
year-old brother Randolph. After the glamor has worn off,
America seems beautiful to Daisy, wiio longs for the society
of the gentlemen she knew at home. A young man named "iVinter-
bourne makes her acquaintance in an unconventional way, but
meets the disapproval of his aunt, who is bound by European
social conventions. Daisy leaygS for Rome, and the yoiing man
follows, only to find that the girl is now interested in a
handsome Italian. Winterbourne finds them looking at the
Colosseum by moonlight. As a result of the reckless exposure
to fever, Daisy dies.
That Daisy I.Illler is a living character there is no
question, for we remember her as a girl buoyantly alive
throughout the story. She is a self-willed girl seeking
innocent happiness in the same way she does at home. The only
question that can be asked about her is whether she is a
typical American girl, or whether she is a rare case. If her
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case is not an isolated one, we can understand how Europeans
regard Americans who show no respect for the conventions of
society, even though the American may act in the way to which
she is accustomed at home.
James does create living character^* ^^"t* plots, aijui
especially that of "Daisy Miller", are light. He seems to
detach himself from his characters, and in such a scene as Daisy's
death, he tells of it in a few sentences without showing much
feeling. The struggle between V/interbourne and the Italian,
though the conflict is not physical, is a real one, although
it is not dramatic in the sense that it holds our attention
by the author's presentation of a loud and vulgar scene. Yet
it is dramatic if we consider the background of the two opponen"|s,
and the meaning conveyed in the quiet words they speak. The
intensity is too often overlooked by the average reader, while
those who gi^sp the author's realistic pictures do not hesitate
to call him the greates't- American author.
William Dean Howells (1837-1920) the first great
American realistic novelist was bom in Ohio and lived there
as printer, newspaper correspondent, and editor, until aft^^?
reaching manhood. His early life and the environment that
partly shaped him are the subject of two excellent and reveal-
ing books, "A Boy's Town" (1390), and "Years of My Youth (1916)
He virtually educated himself by a long course of devoted
reading described in "My Literary Passions" (1895)« As consul
at Venice during the Civil War years, Howells went on reading,
especially In Italian. After his return to America, he became
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assistant editor and then editor of the 'Atlantic Monthly" from
1366 to 1881, and from 1885 imtil his death he edited "Harper's
Magazine" in New York.
"a Modern Instance", published in serial fomi, is
prohably the most powerful novel of Howells. VThile this form
of publication :3iay mar the book as a whole, it presents but a
slight defect here, and is more than atoned for by the power
shown in depiction of character. The study does not deal with
remote persons in distant situations, but takes place right at
home, Bartley Hubbard, a clever young American journalist,
would rather do the right thing provided it is convenient to
do so. His only trouble, which he does not realize, is that ,
he has no moral principle. Things go well enought for a short
while after marriage, but when adverse circumstances arrive,
Bartley cannot overcome them. His degeneration begins easily
enough, and we notice that his body loses its figure and that
his drinking gfadually increases. His unethical newspaper
act brings about his final downfall, and circumstances again
bring on another quarrel with his wife, who leaves the house whi^ch
has long since lost its charm for the husband. The courtroom
scene shows him repulsively fat, and an entirely different man
than first appeared in the story, completing the picture of
decay in the principal characte^^*
A study of the jealousy is contained in "A Modern
Instance" through the portrayal of the character of Marcia.
Although reason tells her that she must conquer this dreadful
passion, she Is not wholly able to do so. and suffers f rightful3J[y
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as a result, widening the breach betwe©^ and the man she
loves. The Jealousy in her is fiercer because to her love
is everything, and that evil passion does its work better and
causes more trouble when such a condition exists.
Another convincing character is Marcia's father,
the skeptical old New England lawyer. His quiet love for his
daughter which finally causes his death, does not let him
prevent the marriage which he knows can have only one outcome.
Although he admires Hartley's cleverness, he is not blind to
his son-in-law's faults, and cannot be overfriendly with such
a man whom he knows better than Bartley knows himself.
Such books as Howells v/rites are ones that might be
read with delight in the family circle. The novels are not
exactly "thrillers", yet they tell a real story in an interestiiig
manner, and the delightful conversations are not the least of t|ie
charms. Nothing indecent, hov/ever, creeps anywhere into
Howells works, and he has exerted an enonnous influence in
keeping out of the novel unmenticr.able details. A foe of
I
romanticism, he has ever been a champion of wholesome realism
such as we witness in "A Modern Instance".
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SUMMARY
Irving and Cooper, the first two of our great
literary artists, not only gained recognition at home, but
were widely read in foreign lands, thus winning recognition
for their country as well as for themselves. They showed
that the new land need not depend entirely on the old for its
-material, and that there was sufficient story interest in
the younger country for the artist to use with skill. Irving
made use of the Hudson and the neighborhood of Manhattan, thus
showing later writers of fiction that promising native material
was not difficult to find. Cooper himself made use of that
which the other pointed out, and employed the frontier elements
which he found in his own state. In doing this, he created the
frontiersman and idealized the Indian, and his treatment of
both was similarly used by a vast number of succeeding writers,
Hawthorne also used native material, but it is his
treatment of it that has made him so famous. He did not
merely use this background to relate adventures, but to aid in
I
the study of conscience and character. The psychological
truth, not fully appreciated in earlier days, is unerring in itf
accuracy and insight. The people of his books are not
abstracH ons, but real men and women with whom we suffer or
fondly rejoice. It is difficult to estimate Hawthorne's
contribution, apart from his fine style and diction, for he is
concerned with the inner life of the soul, but his psychological
truth is a marked note in modern realism.
••
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The realis'^ic movement in English fiction has
responded to the influence of James and Howells, Mr. James,
becoming more interested in the Eiiropean background which he
dee°^®^ necessary in writing, has made studies of Americans,
taking them away from their own land. The expected marriage
in his novels does not occur at all, for he was among the moder|i
realists who wished to correlate literature more closely with
life as it is. In "Daisy Miller", a happy marriage instead
of an untimely death would have been the necessary romantic
ending of other novelists, but James simply presented what
happened, and did not try to please the reader by departing froii
his realism. Mr. Howells haS practised the truthful handling
of material, especially New England life, and his novels presen-^
study of human life with emphasis on character. The sordid
details he left untouched, for he tried to keep the novel
free from that note which became so pronounced among the
later realists.
These two have had a powerful influence on the output
of fiction in America, for both, seeking truth as their goal,
believed that life was enough, and that adventure and romanticism
were not needed. Novels of the realistic type became the
fashion, and their realism paved the way for that marked
development of the modern novel.
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CONTEMPORARY NO^/EL
I.
Since the time when the romantic novel of Stevenson
and his followers has had its strong grip on the public, the
novel has fluctuated "both in favor and in kind. The history
of contemporary times has been portrayed by authors like
Kipling, who have had a first-hand knoy/ledge of the scenes,
language and customs about which they write. Romance, another
form of the novel of adventure, has also continued its popular-
ity when it came from clever artists.
The fantasists do not fit under the general classifi-
cation of romancer or realist, for certain elements of both
these groups are present in their writings. The adventurous
situations and the real characterization which they often
present is developed by a newer tendency to probe deeply into
the subconscious self. Most of these authors find that their
books go out of style quickly, but a few have left a marked
influence on the literature of this period, and are directing
it along new impulses of thought and technique.
Novels of revolt and escape really come under the
broader classification of characterization, yet the former
is a modem tendency in the novel, and seeks freedom of thought
and behavior. liYhile revolt is nothing new in the novel, yet
the force it shows in the modern novel is a nev; not. The
••
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authors are up in arms against standardizations and convention^
that seem outworn, whether they touch such topics as the home,
the church, or the state. In an extremely large number of
the modern novels, this note of disillusionment and disbelief
is very pronounced,
A study of the outstanding novelists of our time
will show these developments,
II.
Four British novelists have exerted a marked
influence on the novel of this period,
A,
Feodor Josef Conrad Korzeniowski , whom we knov/ as
Joseph Conrad, had never heard English spoken until he was
nineteen years old. Even then he had learned only a few
words of English from books. Yet he v/rites exceptionally
good stories in our language. His English is beautiful,
forceful, and easy. His books have taken a higher place in
literature than the books of any other man writing in an
alien language,
Conrad was Polish, born when Russia ruled his country
with a cruel hand. His father was one of the Polish patriots
who hoped to bring about the movement which would restore
independence to their country. The leaders planned a general
uprising in 1862, when Joseph was five year^ old, and they hel<^
many of the meetings at the home o f Joseph' s father . The
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Russians found out about these meetings and Joseph's father
was arrested and sentenced to be sent to a distant part of
Russia. He obtained permission for his y/ife to accompany
him, and they took little Joseph with them.
The mother died a few years later. Joseph's father
spent his time in teaching his boy. Joseph's only pleasure
was reading. He read all his father's books, and all that
friends managed to send hicji, over and over again. He had
learned French, but he knew no English, so that English books,
unless translated, were of no value.
In I869, father and son went to live at Cracow,
where Joseph attended school. He did not like school, but
he still read everything he could. After the death of his
father in the same year, Joseph remained at school. Later
his grandmother came to look after him.
The desire to be a sailor was growing stroriger all
the time. His uncle and the rest of his relatives disapproved,
for to inland people a desire to follow the sea is not natural.
Joseph persisted in his idea, vAiich was strengthened by a
visit with his tutor to Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, where
he had a glimpse of the sea. In 1874, at the age of seventeen
Joseph left for Marseilles.
There he started on short voyages along the coast,
where he became acquainted with the sea, of which he had a
glimpse two years before. Then came longer voyages. One
lasted six months, and in that trip to the West Indies he learned
Jffhat_a_sea atorm really was. He and three others attempted to
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transport gims to Spain for a political uprising, but this
adventure ended with the loss of the ship and a narrow escape
from imprisonment. Conrad had enough of French ships, and
decided to go to England,
In 1878, he landed at Lowestoft. He was nearly
twenty-one, knew almost no English, and had no friends in the
country. He worked on a small coastal vessel, and picked
up the English language very quickly. Then he went to London,
and shipped after a while as an able seaman on the "Duke of
Sutherland", Australia bound.
Most of the next fifteen years were spent at sea.
Conrad passed examination after examination until he was put
in conmiand of the ship. He spoke English fluently, althoiAgh
with a marked accent. Yet he wrote English almost as if it
were his native language. When he started to write, Conrad
was undecided whether to do so in French or English. Deciding
that most of the best literature was in English, and that a
country like England v/ould naturally be a better market for
sea stories, Joseph wrote his stories in English.
Conrad's first published story was "The Black Mate",
about 1835, for which he won first prize in a magazine competi-
tion. He began writing his first novel in 1889. With no
definite idea of what he was going to write, the captain just
wrote whatever came to him, and he put the story aside whenevei'
he tired of writing.
In 189-^, Conrad finished this story, "Almayer's
Folly". It was published three months later^ In 1895. . The_=
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story is not one of the sea, but of an Eastern river. The
style is well suited to the subject, and gives the effect of
^
strange, rich beauty which the story requires. The author
proved himself a real master of the English language.
The success of his first novel was enough to start
the captain on his next work. By the end of the next year,
he finished "The Outcast of the Islands", viiich was also
moderately successful. He then gave up sailing and took up
writing as a profession.
"The Nigger of Narcissus" (1897) is a story of a
sailor's life at sea, which Conrad knew so well from his
own experiences. "Lord Jim" (1900) was a signal accomplish-
mert
,
another wonderful story of the sea. \7hile the story
may lack unity or sequence in structure, it is wonderfully
dynamic. It has a penetrating study of the mind and soul
of a man who pays, by a tragic life of loneliness, for a moment
of cowardice. Lord Jim is one of the most intense, alive
characters in modern fiction.
The public reception in 1904 of "Nostrosono" was
discouraginc to the author. His first great success was
won with "Chance" in 1912. The public then seemed to wake
up to the fact that here was a great neglected story teller.
Conrad may be listed under three different classifi-
cations of fiction.-^ His stories of the sea reveal creative
power, revealed in setting and adventures. His work in
1. A. R. Marble, "A Study of the Modern Novel", p, 5
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impressionism is shov;n in the mental and spiritual studies of
his characters. He revolts from literary standards and is
a fearless master of his own individual art.
B .
Herbert George Wells was born in 1866 at Bromley,
in Greater London. His father kept a small general and
drapery store, and was a professional cricketer. The store
eventually failed. The mother, daughter of a Sussex innkeeper
and a lady's maid before her marriage, returned to service as
a housekeeper. At the age of thirteen, 7/ells was selling
goods in a chemist's shop. Before his sixteenth year, he
went to a drapery establishment, but he did not make a
successful shopnan. By scholarships he was enabled to enter
the Normal school of Science at South Kensington. He studied
under Huxley, and gained honors in zoology.
For a short time V/ells was schoolmaster in St. John's
Wood. An accident in the playground made active work impossiblf
.
He found relief from the tedium of invalidism in writing. A
textbook of his on bioligy had moderate success. In 1895, at
the age of twenty-nine ^ he published "The Time Machine". In this
early work. Wells did not draw the story from his own experience,
but used the method with which he has since had great success
in a series of tales which have been called scie. tific romances
For these he takes a certain scientific law and imagines what
would happen if the law were suspended, altered, or developed.
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To many of these questions Wells gives original and startling
answers. "The Yfneels of Chance" ( 1895) shows the earlier moods
of adventure and merriment in the author. The book shows no
sign of revolt or preaching. "Tony Bungay" ( 1909) , which
records some of the author's experience as a clerk, expresses
mild revolt against a world that wasted energy.
"Ann Veronica" (1909) treats the sex problem as well
as that of economics. Two later novels "Marriage" and "The
Passionate Friends" registers more radical sex revolt. "Mr.
Britling Sees Through It" is one of the very fev/ really great
novels of the war. The book gives a graphic picture of
England's slow realization that a war was actually on hand,
and the necessary adjustments, and the victories and
deficiencies. In the character of Mr. Britling, the author
records his spiritual change from hate to imderstanding.
"World of William Clissold" (1926) records many of
the most salient adve^itures and convictions in Wellg' own life.
It is a novel of characterization of revolt and frustration.
It shows a vital hero against a background of modern life of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Wells loses much of his force as an artist by such
propaganda books as "First and Last Things", "Anticipations",
"Mankind in the Making", ard "A Modern Utopia". These he
writes to expound his socialistic views. These stories
of social reform are a strong influence in the novel today.
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C.
John Galsworthy, the son of a wealthy lawyer,
graduated with honors in lav/ from Oxford. He did not like the
profession, and started on a voyage around the world instead
of the practice of his intended profession. His interest
in travel and writing led him away from the profession of law.
In his famous Forsyte stories, Galsworthy necessarily
paints many characters in relating the history of this celebratej|d
family of his creation. "In Chancery" deals with Soames
Forsyte's separation from his wife Irene, and her later union
with Jolyon Forsyte. Woven in are the accounts of the rest
of the Forsytes, who seem always to have something of an
Interesting nature bappen in their family circle.
"Maid in Waiting" follows "Swan Song", which concludes
the chronicle of the Forsytes, and is a novel of pres^^^t-d^y
England in which one of the principal characters is an American.
The story of the Cherrells has a certain similarity to that of
the Forsytes inasmuc as the former also deals with more
characters than are necessary for the unraveling of the plot.
One of the principal character is an American, affording an
opportunity for an expression of opinion about the war and
about Americans in general.
The author, through his characters, expresses his
opinions on social conditions. He brings to court the poor
girl of the slums in order that we may recognize the cause
of her unwise actions. Captain Ferse illustrates the hopeless
cc
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condition of the insane, and their remote chance of regaining
a natural life. The author does not dwell on these conditions
nor try to wring o\ir hearts with pity for the sufferers. Instead
he is content to point out these existing situations vdthout
attempting to find the remedy.
Galsworthy's modern ideas on marriage spring forth
on many occasions, as do his religious beliefs. Yet in
neither of these does he try to force his creeds on us, and is
content simply to allow his characters express these thoughts
without challenging those whose views are opposed.
Real characters, living men and women, crowd the
pages of this great novelist's works. No matter which person
we take from these books, that one seems intensely real, and
receives either our sympathy or our disapproval. The grea't stqry
teller who was able to do this will surely live when most of
the others of this age are forgotten.
D.
Rudyard Kipling, like Thackeray, was born in India
and sent at an early age to England for his education. First
he went to a preparatory school, and then to the United Services
College, but he refused to enter a university. Before sixteen
he Was back in India doing journalistic work and attracting
wide attention through his stories.
He did not remain there, however, and soon began his
travels which have since carried him all over the world.
Kipling was very much interested in the countries belonging to
•c
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the British Empire, and he became an interpreter who could help
the people who lived in one part of the Empire to understand
and sympathize with their brothers who dwelt in a distant land.
From 1886-1889 Kipling published more than eight bookis,
the originality, power, and freshness of which was marvelous.
So heatedly was he discussed, favorably and otherwise, that
it was difficult to read his works dispassionately. Even thert
there were pessimists who thought that his popularity would
wane. They honestly believed that Mr. Kipling could Y/rite
only in flashes, and was incapable of producing a complete
novel.
His answer to this was "The Light that Failed", a
powerful story of an artist whose sight was taken from him.
Dick Heldar and a girl named Maisie are boarding at the same
home and are drawn nearer to each other by the lack of kindnes4
of the mistress. The part with an understanding of reunion in
later years. Dick, having become a popular artist, meets
Maisie in London, but cannot win her love, so engrossed is she
in her own work. Dick's eyes fail and although he receives
no real sympathy from the one he loves he refuses to leave the
path of virtue when the opportunity is presented. He manages
to return to the fighting in Saukin and there die in the element
he loves. Through Dick the author expresses many of his ideas
about his art.
"The Naulahka" transports the two chief characters
fran America to India, where one seeks and finds that famous
set of jewels. Local color abounds in this work where Nicholas
c
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Tarvin 1360011163 friendly with the Maharajah, and Kate Sheriff
does so much in the hospital iintil stopped ty the prejudice of
a native priest.
Mr. Kiplin^s best works are those written before the
turn of the century, and part of this may be due to the fact
that the material was fi?esh. India as a literary field was
really discovered by Kipling just as Scott chose Scotland for
his own field. Force also has been a dominant quality in the
success o^" ^i^ early work. This factor TShoch we unconsciously
demand makes us forget many of Kipling's defects which we are
unwilling to forgive in some of his later work.
One reason Y*iy his shoirb stories are better than his
novels is because Kipling is far better in depicting action than
in portraying character:" • In "The Light that Failed", he
never realized the character of Maisie; yet in his tales of
violent action, we feel the vividness of the scene. This comes
from the author's remarkable ability to use the specific word
required to make a clear picture.
The twentieth century Kipling would certainly not
be the powerful figure he is without the reputation of the
Kipling of the nineteenth century. One logical explanation
is that the genius of the author has fled, and that he must
now rely on mechanical cleverness rather than inspiration.
The spontaneity of the earlier works is lacking, and the labor
of writing is frequently evident is many of the stories #iich
the author apparently forces himself to write. Despite the
c
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fact that the later work is not so attractive, the earlier
stories of Kipling are the ones that have given him a high
place in literature,
II.
The trend of the modern novel is shown here "by a
study of three authors although the tendencies might be seen
as well by following some authors who are not mentioned here.
A.
Stephen Crane, bom in Newark, attended college
was not very studious, preferring to devote his time to base-
ball rather than the classics. He sought newspaper work in
New York, but was obliged to take a business position, which
he soon gave up. Dur'ng that time he suffered all the
poverty and privations which convention decrees to the literary
type, particularly to pioneer writers like Crane. So independ'
ent was he in financial as well as intellectual matters that
he refused to lean on his brother's for aid. Somehow he
managed to survive, and his experiences helped to enrich his
mind.
Although the author of many other works of fiction,
especially short stories, Crane is famous for one great work,
"The Red Badge of Courage". Here he refused to imitate the
familiar war story which dealt only with the brighter side of
the picture, and gave false ideas of warfare. The central figure
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is a youth who, inspired by patriotism, left the farm for the
battlefield. Irked by constant waiting for action, the soldi e:
begins to wonder how he will act when the battle starts. His
feelings are portrayed as he creeps through the forest to
the confusion of cannon and dying men. The mental torment he
endures, and the final triumph in ridding himself of the red
sickness of battle are vividly portrayed.
Even though Crane had never seen a battle when he
wrote the story, he was able to portray realistically the effed
of battle. Ey breaking away from the- conventional war story,
and watching the conflicting forces within the boy. Crane became
a pioneer in the treatment of the psychology of men in battle.
He removed the glitter that had so long curtained the horror
of war, and with a stern realism pictured for us the bloody
grime 6f it all. The modern war stories, which are nov/ so
numerous, have their origin with Steven Crane, who died at the
age of thirty,
B.
Edith Newbold Jones, who married Edward 'ffharton of
Boston in 1885, was descended from General Stevens of
Revolutionary fame. This wealthy girl was surrounded by
social and educational advantages of the highest sort, and her
familiarity with several languages enabled her to know
literature of international value. She spent a number of
years abroad, and her characters have an international scope.
Importing the novel of manners to America and giving it an
-s
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original turn, she draws portraits and studies environments
with objectivity bordering on indifference. The field is
limited, but it is her own. Unlike Henry James, she dramatizes
more than she appreciates, and uses plots when the average writer
has given them up in favor of introspection.
She became popular with "The House of Mirth" (1905).
"The Fruit of the Tree", "The Reef", and "The Custom of the
Country" show excellent craftranship also. The last named
book has as the central figure Undine Spragg, who had run off
in her youth with penniless Elmer Moffatt, the future magnate,
and believed in his ability to satisfy her greed. The marriagf
was annulled, and the family moved to New York to allov/ the
girl to climb the social ladder. Her second marriage is to
gratify her social ambitions, but the husband cannot supply
enough money, so she leaves for Europe and almost persuades a
wealthy, though married, admirer to become her third husband.
7/inning a divorce on a charge of desertion, although her husban(jL
loved her dearly, she gained custody of their boy, but could no
be bothered by caring for him. Undine's admirer forsakes
her, and she returns to Paris, where she marries a French
nobleman. The struggle between her desire for money and
French family traditions proves too much for her, and she
divorces the Frenchman. She extorts a ruinous sum from the
boy's father for not exercising her legal right to her child's
custody. The father tries but fails to meet this claim, and
his resulting suicide fails to move her. Marrying Elmer Koffaj^t,
by her own proposal, her desire for money is gratified, but the
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story ends with a disappointment for her, as her husband cannot
become an American ilmbassador because she has been divorced.
Undine is a remarkable character, coldly but vividly
drawn. She considers herself a fine woman, but really is a
parasite v/ho vrill attach herself th2X)ush divorce and marriage
to anyone v;ho is capable of gratifying her desires for rank and
wealth that she may spend. When her husband no lorger can
furnish sufficient luxuries, she then leaves him for another
who can. The sorrov; she causes does not affect her cold
heart, since she has a wonderful power of forgetting persons
she can no longer use.
Edith 'wharton contributed a great deal to the /
exploration of the American conscience. Her books are rich
in remarks on the sexual complex which, according to her,
makes women in America both intellectually and morally
superior to men. She discusses at length the problem of
American happiness, and makes a special study of the ill
adaptation between man and woman in American society. She
claims that Americans, especially women, are the victims of
an environment where all the romantic values of life have
been upset and denied, and the blame for this she puts on the
American man and his ignorance of the true values of life.
•f
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C.
Theodore Dreiser, the twelfth of thirteen children,
was "born in 1871 in Indiana, where his father emigrated from
the Rhineland. The father' s sawmill burned, and he had no
other income, so Theodore went to live in V/arsaw, Indiana, with
an older brother. At the town library Theodore came to know
j and find delight in novels, especially those of Reade, Thackerajr,
and Balzac. Attending for a short while the University of
Indiana, he was a lonely youth, who later brooded upon the meanj.ng
of life, and revolted against materialism.
At tv/enty-one, Dreiser began newspaper work on the
Chicago "^lobe", later gaining journalistic experience in
St. Louis, Pittsburgh, and New York. He always felt an
instinctive craving for living close to everyday life, and for
observing things and people around him, so during his apprenticjp-
ship as a writer, he collected at first hand the material
for his novels.
His first book "Sister Carrie" (1900) failed to win
much popularity, and critics of the older type condemned the
book because of what they called the author's sex obsession.
Appreciation of the literary value of the book was lost in the
discussion of its moral laxity. Eleven years later "Jennie
Gerhardt" appeare^> followed ^y"The Financier", a revolt
against brutal commercialism. In 1925 he aroused great
discussion by the most fearless, impressive novel of many-
seasons in American literature, "An American Tragedy",
nc
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The first novel, "Sister Carrie" describes the
career of its heroine from her first appearance in Chicago
in search of work to her final triumph as an actress. In the
meantime she cannot find work, and becomes the mistress of the
travelling salesman whom she had met on her Journey to the city
Soon she tired of him, and ran av/ay to Canada with a middle-
aged married man. Later in New York, Carrie's husband proves
a failure and commits suicide, while she goes on alone to a
triumphant stage career.
"Jennie Gerhart" appeared eleven years later, and
shows Jennie, the daughter of poor German parents, seduced
by a rich politician. His sudden death renders her position
dubious, but she is rescued by a wealthy bachelor, v/ho sets
up an apartment without knowing her previous history. She
fears discovery while they grow more attached to each other.
His family exerts pressure to break the affair, and she loses
him to another woman and then to death,
Dreiser's works closely resemble one another, all
issuing from his characteristic point of view. Carrie and
Jennie disobey society's mandates through weakness, and
through no fault of their own they are punished. Illicit love
takes place in all his novels, and no doubt he can point to the
same things in real life, yet that hardly justifies his making
it a dominant element in all his novels.
Dreiser has not that fine command of language which
we expect of our leading authors, and it is almost impossible
to find in all his works a sentence distinguished for its
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phrasing. His lack of diversified reading ind social contacts
is probably responsible for the clumsiness of his style, lack
of relation between word and sentence and sentence and
paragraph. His words are toneless, and chosen without dis-
crimination. Not only does he fail too frequently to find
the |,dequate word, but he frequently commits solecisms which
are incomprehensible.
Dreiser as a novelist is harsh and pessimistic. He
takes away from us all our illusions, and makes us pay for
truth at any cost with sentiment, pathos, and irony. He
presents what he considers the naked truth, and makes an
impressive picture of tlie commionity about him. Dreiser's
"truth at any cost" is a strong influence, and has had a
great deal of power in shaping the novel of the present day.
In 1900, when he published "Sister Carrie", mid-Victorian
sentimentality was still dominant, and truth had to be suppressdjdj
yet no modern writer has ever succeeded in carrying the doctrine
of realism as far as he.
r4
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SUMMARY
The contemporary novel is following mo2?e than one
trend, yet the dominant one is naturalism, a strict form of
the realism which developed in mid -Victorian times. While
writers may "be classified under different headings, they cannot
get away from some sort of realism, and even the successful
romancers must blend certain notes of the realists into their
efforts.
Joseph Conrad has given us tales of the sea, and has
based them on his own keen observation as a sailor. The
setting and adventures are naturally true to life, for a
faithful follower of the waters could not portray it otherwise.
The mental and spiritual studies of his characters, like that
of Lord Jim, are a newer tendency in the novel, and the develop
ment of these forms by such a famous author means greater use
of his methods, for every popular novelist has a long line of
imitators.
Mr. Wells, noted for the variety of his works, has
had considerable success with a series of tales knovm as
scientific romances. Later novels show revolt, sometimes
against the wasted energy of the world, and at other times
against marriage and the economic question. VHiile romances
based on science have become increasingly popular, and the
sex problem, the seemingly important one of today, Llr.
Wells loses mubh of his force because he writes to express his
socialistic views. These stories of social reform, while
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not exactly new, are a strong influence in the modern novel.
Most of those who deal with social cor.ditions have
not only pointed out the flaws, but have remedied them, at
least in the story. Galsworthy expresses his opinions through
his characters, and he shows a girl of the slums in court, and
an insane man back from the asylum so that they may present
their views to us. The marriage question is treated by concrefie
examples, and those who cannot accept society's decrees have a
religion that suits their needs. Galsworthy does not solve
the problems for us, but simply points out the existing situations.
Perhaps the cause of realism is streiigthened by such treatment
by this author, for he need not present false scenes to wring
our hearts with pity for the sufferers.
Rudyard Kipling brought a v;ealth of fresh material
to the novel by his discovery of India as a literary field.
The stories have, to outsiders at least, the stamp of reality,
and the author had the advantage of spending several of the
years of his youth in that region. Although he wrote novels
of surprising variety, for he traveled nearly all over the glob^,
i!
his name seems to call to our minds the powerful tales of
India for which he is so Justly famous. Not only are we
indebted to him for opening wide a new field, but also for
keeping high the ideals of the novel, and never lowering his
literary standards for pecuniary gain.
Among the Americans, one of those whose contribution
we cannot fort^et is Steven Crane. By that remarkable "Red
Badge of Courage", he chanp^ed entirely the method of dealing
c
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with war stories. Tearing away the false curtain of romance,
he treated the battle in a new mstnner, considering its
effects on the mind of the central figure of the story. This
pioneer work of Crane, who dealt with the psychology of men in
battle, made him the father of the modern v/ar story, r type
of writing which the late war pushed to the foregroim.d,
Mrs. ''^niay,+on has given the novel of characterization
an original turn, and has contributed a great deal to the
exploration of the American conscience. The sexual complex,
and the ill adaptation between man and woman in American
society are treated in a v/ay that ghows our men as the cause of
the troubles. v/omen are usually pictured as mentally superior
persons, and the romantic values of life have been denied
them. Like Henry James, she sometimes views our c"u.stom£ in coritrast
with those of the Europeans, and we understand our faults betteip
by such comparisons. Her characters are true to life, and her
realism strengthens that form of the novel.
Theodore Dreiser is a powerful figure in literature,
and has had much to do with the shaping of our novel. "^Thile
he could not be used as a model for style, he is the leader
away from the romances which v/ere so popular at the t urn of the
century. When "Sister Carrie" w^^s published, the realism was
too strong for critics and public, but the poor reception did
not daunt the author. He kept on writing in the same manner,
producing books which caused a great deal of discussion, and ha^
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seen his newer form of the novel used "by other dynamic writers
until the sex problem is the popular story in the lending librajiry.
In his revolt Dreiser apparently does not know where to stop,
and it woLild not be too surprising if this leader were the
cause of an opposite swing in literature, for when any one
movement has gone too far there has been a new figure pov/erful
enough to revive ar: old form or give a new turn to another.
0
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